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Fundamental Principles of Democratic Justioe

For a more aocurnte comprehension of basio Soviet justioe, it

Le neoeesarr-to understand the basis of justice existing in democratic

ooantries. This is indispensable to Otatning a comparative back-

ground.

In democratic countries, the first and fundamental condition at

true justice is the principle, that justice mast satisfy the follow-

ing stipulations:

1. , The court is equal for all. It serves to administer just-

ioe. It cannot be the tool of the governing group, nor can it serve

the interests of one social group.

2. The court is independent in both, its struoturemand it's

activity, from the governing agent.

These two principles are the fruits of many centuries of trad-

ition, developed from the basio Aoman laws, modernized and bettered

as a oonsequenoe of Uhristian influence on our conoeptions of morals

and justice.

According to the, the fundamental principle of Uhristian pat-

ios is individual freedom. Hvorybody is personally responsibbe to

God and earthly justice for all of his actions. He is answerable,

regardless of his social position, finanoial status, or connections.

He is not reepodsible to any private individual, but to clearly

formulated. laws.

2he law is the property of the oossnnity, and serves the oom.
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The most vi4id example of just such i conception of juetioe is

the United States of America., who in it's constitution separated

wholly tne judicial authority from the executive. In this way, it

clearly guarantees it's citizens full fieedom, since there Is a bal-

ance between the judicial und exeoutivo powers. Any American citizen

oan sae anyone, even the Preuident, and obtain a just verdict.

Other democratic nations have the same principles °L .:law, and

If they differ in anywuy from the American, then it's only in minor
%

details which do not annul personal libbrties of all civilized

countries.

Besides these principles, others exist, which in short are:

1. To judge, it is neceesary to prove guilt.

2. Rhe law must be humanitarian.

3. There is no collective responsibility.

4. It isn't permissable to set a punishment as a frightening

example/it isn't allowable to judge an individual as an example to

others.
A

5. There is no crime if a law is not broken. The Analogy is

admissable only in civil law.

6. The law is not retroactive. No one can be panished for acts

committed prior to the enactment of a law prohibiting saoh sate. By

the same token, no one on be punished for a crime committed daring

the existence of a law, if that law has since been repealed.

7. It is not permissable to /try a person for the same orimo
more than once.

The question is, do these same principles exist in the Soviet

law?

For the basis of analysis, I take the orimina1 code of the Union

of Soviet Sooialiet Republio council. This wee limed in Mb000w, in

•
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1941, by the I :iiidloseekoje isdatieletwo 111.j...130jusa SSR2 (Lawyer's

Publishing Co., Surma* Court of the Soviet Union), the Criminal

Condmot Code l Ugolowno Prooeseaelnyj XOdeka RSP.;ii i , and the oonkti-.

tution of the USSR whioh was published in 1936 and la universally

known as Stalin's Constitution.

In certain republioa, different criminal codes exist, but they

differ only in the number of artiolee, so that the code os the ASFLA

is deoieive for all of the USSR.
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ism. It manifests itself inmthe principle of Lenin, the

founder of Communism, that: 'The courts are the instruments of the

and the working ooantry-mani l This motto isproletariat authority

op,
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PART II

30V1RT PRLICIPLES OF AININSTSRIXG JUSTICE

UILL2Taii I

Relativeiem and Terrorism

The foundation of Soviet justioe,as it 'a entire system, is

the slogan in all court rootin g and is hung above the heads of the
judges, for gal to see.

On the other hand the continuous inconsistency of the standards

for dispensing justice, changing time after time, depending on the

political lines and party tactics, confirms this assertion.

The famous - 'most progressive and liberal constitution in the

world' prepossesses this in the Juridic:al sense that the first articles

of this constitution read:

Art, h. The 033R is a sooialist government of the working and

peasant °lasses.

Art, 2, The political foundation of the 1/33R is °rested by a

working olass delegates' council which grew and amassed,

with the resultant overthrow of the landowners and

capitalists, and the attaining of a proletariat diets,-

torship.

The consequence of such principles of the USSR struotari, and the

speoifioally quoted Lenin principle of justice, is the first article

of the R&M criminal code.

'The criminal legislation of the MISR has as it's task,

the protection of the sooialist workers and peasants

oftembararlitabakilliaalatakellIbbladaNallkamiarmar ri Order, from the
_consmathaagalarzaffs:u. ,,,,t4, ., ,

)	 r7r1rairrirt"
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adoially dangerous acte prautioed before individuals,

which having been committed, on be counLeruoteu with

meauuree of uocial protection listed in the ar-remeh-

ttoned code.'

?Tom the above articles of the conetitution, and the criminal'

code, is this clear issue:	 the principle of free courts does not

exist in r41881a but, the worker-peasant class authorities have jur.1.7

udiotion over adminisLerinF justice. Thtlits no justici; for anyone

other than the privileged class, justice serving as A tool of pro-

tection for the common group, and for that reason it cannot be said

that Soviet justice has for it's goal the dieooveryof objective truths,

which is the prinoiple of administrative justice.

In Soviet courts, no one appeals to anyone else for evidences of

truth. Investigative techniques and court prooeuures depend on prin-

ciples of confessions of guilt, and repentance.

To the question of the aocused as to why Oi he is being oharged,

the regulation answer is: "Vs will not tell you. It is up to you to

confess, self-accuse, and repent".

The Bolshevik courts are instruments of the proletariat and

worker-peasant in the battle against the bourgeois and capitalistic

world. The Russian government uses the courts as tools of terror

relative to class distinction. The entire judiciary and penal appara-

tus in the UBBR is set up to exterminate enemies of the proletariat, and

above all, enemies of Russia. It's terroristio character depends on

this.

The above ideals and principles of law manifest themselves even

in court techniques, and the nomination of Bolshevik judges. Even the

lowest oourt judges are chosen or appointed for a short period of time,

and they are frequently functionaries of the MVD, which is the invest-

0043.2g1499. "Te•liErowts======arr
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III
igating organ. Obviouuly, under these circumstances, the motions

presented by the public prosecutor, wust reach the ear of u sympa-

thetAo snd oblirtng judre.

rhe terroristic ohuraoLer of 6oviet courts manifests itself in

the total lacK of discrimination between the categories of crimes,

pursued by the public proseoutor, and thous crimes under private

necessary basis for judicial investigations, and

immeuiate application of preventive meatwAA, including-Amprisonment,

iM every informer's report, even though it may be anonymous,

fhis terroristic character of 13olohevik justice is more clearly

and realistically shown in the formulation of legislative oomprehen-

sion of the crime of counter-revolution. This category of crime is

dealt with in Art. 68, whisk: is the most formidable of all the articles

in the Soviet criminal code.

This article begins in the following general formula:

'Counter-revolution is oonsidereu to be every deed, directed to

the overthrow, uprising, or weakening of the authorative council

of the worker-peasants, and elected by them, on the VOJAS of the

Constitution of the USSR and the constitution di tho governing

republic, the government of the worker-peaeante of the USSR, uni-

ted and autonomous republic, or to rebel against or weaken the

internal security of the USSR and the principles of economic,

political and national conquerors of the proletariat revolution.

Through the strength of intarnational solidarity of interests in

all workers, all suoh actions are also considered counter-revolu-

tionary, if they are aimed against any other worker's states,

even though they do not belong to the USSR.'

After this introduction in 14 paragraphs (paragraph 1 has 4 stab•

paragraphisl. , individual types of counter-revolutionary aotivities are.

00-11-28499	 .6123511893711"9143E---:-C1141...	 •
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defined, among which evident sots of treason and espionage can not

awaken any kind of reservations. On the other hand, paragraph 14 of

the aforementioned article has the unusual distinction of being •

regulation in the Bolehevik criminal code which, in every instance

or circumstance, oan be applicable to every citizen.

Here is it'd contents:

Art. 68 Par. 14. - 1 0ounter-revolutionary sabotage, that is, a

conscious disregard of duties assiby anyone, or purposeful
A

oarelessness in their performance with the main purpose of weak-

ening the governing authority and the effectiveness of the statele

apparatus, has as a consequence - loss of liberty for a time not

less than 1 *ear, confiscation of all or part of Property, with

adaptations of more severe punishment for particularly •xtennatini

oiroamstanoes, to the highest medium of oommunity protection •

death and confiscation of wealth.'

If it is taken into oonsiderietion, that in Russia, all phases of

life are under state control, all inaccurately performed dutiesm##

can be considered, and in prat:1U°' are considered, as counter-revolu-

tionary sabotage, and are judged by .par. 14, Art. 68.

In the administration of punishment, the Bolshevik code often

considers confiscation of property. If it is noted how difficult it is

to aoquire anythingin Russia, such as a decent suit, a watch, to say

nothing of a little home or furniture, - then it . etande to reason that

oonfisoation of property, notably of a family of moderate means, is

nothing more than application on a large scale, an easier form of

collective responsibility.
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PrinciplesMeasuree of State Protection

When we begin to conoider principles of law, and the neeu to compl

with ..them and their punishment, then we cow to the conclueion that our

ppinione regarding the reality of the punishment are dividoc.. borne

people conelder puniehment as nothing more than a certain type of re-

quital or payment to society for breaking uociety's laws. -„bimPI.Y.-

stated, it is the revenge of society for committing an act inoompatible

to morals and ethics of the sooiety in which the criminal lives.

Others contend with the assumption that society does not have the

right to demand punishment on the principle of revenge. Society itself

is to blame beoause it did not give the offender the possibilitynto

live honestly. Instead of punishment they propogute the principle of

prevention and the education of oitizene, and regarding offenses, to

adapt oommunity protective measures. In the theory of law, this prin-

oiple is known as Yerri's theory.

Both of these opinions have their disoiplesidsad their opponents,

in general however, there is a soundprevailing principle of applying

laws as a means of proteoting society.

Russian law - in it's assumption - likewise steers itself to the

principle of oommunity protection. With it's peouliar 'drive', and

in consequence of it's exceeding 06 ignorance of the 00 essenoe of
this theory, brings this principle to criminal absurdities.

In it's penal legislation, Russian law admits measures of aommn-

nity protection towards persons who have not oommited a crime or offens4

but who oan arts in n position to oommit an offense,
—

Art. 9 of the criminal conduct code plainly states when oommnnity

protective measures are applicable:

1. Prevention of new offenses whioh may be committed by persons
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who had already perpetrated a crime.

2. Influenotngnother wavering members of eooiety.

3. AdjustIng perpetrators of criminal acts to conditions o.f oom-
,

muntty life In u w(rker's nation.

Preventive measures are divided into 3 oategories: a) oommunity

protestIve measures Tr/1.th a judicial-corrective characteristic,

b) medioinal characteristic, o) medical-corrective, that 18 mixed. Th

applioatIon of these measures are prudeitLy;-set forth Lin suitable art-

icles of the criminal oonduot code (Art. 20 - 25).

Community protection through judicial corrective measures adepte

itself thru: a) compulsory expulsion from the USSR as an enemy of the

working classes, b) deprivation of freedom in correctional work camps,

o) deprivation of freedom in prisons, and at last as the supreme mea-

sure of defense, d) a sentence of death before a firing squad. ' This

last is temporarily suspended (at least in theory). Pt	 red

In practice, the application of all these community proteotive

measures in 9914 of the oases, leads to imprisonment in concentration

camps located in the remote regions 6f Siberia and Northernftropean

Russia, as well as a sentence of death.

When the punishment 'expulsion from the USSR' is oonsidsred, it

would be treated by the oondemned not as a punishment, but as a high's'

reward, if it were applied more often. Unfortunately, the history Of

Soviet justice can boast of scarcely a few instano•s of applying this

paragraph in practice. They can be (wanted on the fingers of one handl

The exile of Trotsky, a few Polish officials of the Ministry of social

welfare in l942-3, and the latest banishment of the well know, through

her pro-oommunistio convictions, the American writer Anna 14, Strong,

At first sight, it would siom that a . eimilar chapter for applying

preventive measures exists in democratic countries. That is howeveri
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only 'at first sight'.

The democratic administration of justice aete ae it's cig aim the

Asclosure Qf sabjcotive truth. It cannotitherefore, WAde the admini-

stnItion of punishment, solely on the prinoipal of preventive measures.

A condition fornapplying preventive measures is the removal of evidence

that the suspect id, or can become a menace to society. this is a clear

out affair, and is readily conveyed, if it can be applied htelpfally with

adequate legal medical advice, supported -bri'lements of Professional

opinions. That is a stipulation of applying community welfare defense

measures, and even democratic law is extremely careful in the appli-

cation of this law. The Amerioan laws are especially careful, and in

many instanoes, stipulates that a measure for community protection oan

be abolished in oases that have distinot symptoms of improvement. In

democratic countries, this theory applies only to criminal oases. It

is not permissable to apply this theory to an offense of an idealistic-

political nature.

Democratic nations are guided by the everlasting principles form-

ulated in the short but fall essence of the five freedoms. Being guidek

by them, they cannot oonform to the theory of applying oommumitynpro-

teotive measures without restriotions, as it couldn't be reoonoiled witt

objectives, or with respect of personal liberty, or even with free

thought. The result of applying this principle is the compulsory res-

trioLian of oreativeness and individual development. We know full well

that individual development is the foundation of humanity's developmentd

The application of this principle is possible solely in a diotatorship.

It is possibly only in Soviet An gela, where the theories of a proleta-

riat dictator, and the practices of a dictator's clique use the pretext

of Antics, which they themsilavem define, as 'a toll of the regime in

poworeand • means of protecting on. class.' Only and oxolusively, in •

._„at nei ,cgazzerag.



one-party dictatorship, in which justice iu defined as being a tool of

the reigning political system, the theory of oommunity protective mea-

sures may have - and unfortunately hae - ,it's own application._ The

very definition, that the lioviet is a state of laborers and peasants, u

the basis for the courts to judge as to who is a danger to the oomimon

welfare.

The -nokt 'point 'in Art. 9 eapeots to use punishment au a meanento

strengthen wavering members of the 8tatebX1' Who are the wavering?

Well, let's try to define it: a wavering member is one who is 'abject tc

doubt that all that is subnitted as truth oy the government - is right.

The next paragraph metes out punishment, not besause a person is

guilty, but to 'adjust offenders to life in a worker's state'.

In paraphrasing the legal terms, the entirety of this unusual

principle is as follows:

'We will eduoate you as. we see fit, and as is convenient to us. II

you don't like it, and if you show any signs of individuality, or Detre.,

even the slightest capacity for argumentation, you will be sent to

prison.'

It is indioated again: Laws are the tool u of terror, and enbjeotiv

•duoation of the masses.

. The law had changed itself into a tool of collective revenge of

one olaes over another:

I00-B-28499
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UlLaTEA III	 •

Duties of a Jenouncer, Collective Aeeponsibility,
Judging by Analogies, and the Aetro-aotive Operation
of Law. 2he World Wide Aeaoh of iaolshevik Justice.

In order to aid the machine that iu responsible for terroristic

acts and the 'overseer' of it's tasks, the farsighted Soviet judiciala

incorporated articles and paragraphs which practically force all the

citizens to cooperation with the investigating and judicial organs.. A

number of paragraphs exist, which make .140),mperative for . the citizens

to act us policemen and spies, und the obligation of denunciation. Lai

of cooperation is punished.

Vindictiveness, the lowliest trait of people standing at the lowed'

level of development, found it's place in suitable rules which seem to

make laws work retroactively.

The paragraph dealing with the right of judging by analogy, extend

the possibility of lifetime punishment.

So that there wouldn't be any doubt that Soviet law is the tool 01

the rulers, and inexorably prosecutes all antagonists, there is a law

which authorizes Soviet justioe to act over the whole world.

The famous Art. 58, peri l () says:

'In the event of desertion of military personnel, and flight aorol

the borders, all members of his family who are of age, and have

aided in the preparation or completion of the treasonable act, or
A •

who Nee /be/M. Awure of it, and have not informed the authorities,

are sentenced from 5 to 10 years imprisonment and confiscation of

all propertyl All mature members of the traitor's family who have
lived with him, or have been supported by him at the time of the

offense, are liable to loss of voter's rights and deportation to

the remote regions of Siberia for 5 year's"

ot

00-B -2F3499 •.,
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orderH the denunolatn of mumberu of your own family, (democratto lawu

allow the privillece of not teutifylng agalnut relativeu) but aluo becatieu

it automatically call:3 before the uar, rind uontenoeu all memberu of the

family, ■Ahether guilty or not!

rhio lu a typioal example of oollective reuponuibility that Ia uo

oharacteriutio of a totbliturian organizaLion. let's not fret the

perfeot principles of German justice which sentenced millioae to death

for being members of a certain race, nor, f1.9.,poot the deuthe of millions

of families, Just because one member of the family fought againbt

Naziism. Such a law exists now in Haseia. Auseia adapted that law in

a somewhat different form.

We didn't want to believe this, until the time that a great number

of soldiers had personally seen the brutality of camps lite buohenwald

and Daohau, and we don't want to believe the reality about Russia even

now. Out it is a fact! A fact established by law!_	 —

An average person, accustomed to the orderly laws of a demooraoy,

oannot oomprehend this type of lawlessness-which has a legal form. We

cannot believe, that for example, a person %ho had lived with his family

and had been a deserter from the army (in ikussia, this is comparable to

treason), that his entire family, parents, relatives, and even iseseActirers

a sub-tenant are sent to prison, the family is for all'tiwe separated,

and even infante are punished since they are denied parental protection

and are sent to orphanages where they are trained as robots, #0 without
heart or soul, without sentiments and other habits of the 'rotten

bourgeois'.

Art. 58 ie the most widely . used article in the Soviet. At least

8014 of all prisoners are sentenoisd on it's basis.

Being an inmate of many prisons and labor camps, I often asked my

fellow prisoners the reason for their being sentenced. The answer was

I. 00-B.284991,
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short: "familytmber". i!hat is a very oommOnly met 'crime' and isn't

even oommented on by prlsoners of Soviet birth, since that is a thing

taken for gr-utted and Isn't worth mentioning. 2his was strange only to

th9 Aostern poopleu,	 Lhuy oouldn t oomprohen this principle'of

Strice bein ?4 roinLed to an offender is an offense in ituelf, and is

punishable by trial, IL ten't at all odd that uommuniuttu zeal attempts

to apply these principles not only in the courts, .bat also in every

phase of life. After all, Soviet law expects and teaohes the Itrxter-

mtnatton of ()lass enemies'. gvery right thing Uommunist, every step of

off total organs, rind every office is authorized to practice the ant of

extermination. In AUSkaa, there kas been established a custom of

hereditary and collective responsibility which 18 not encompassed in th

framework of the code, but found in written orders from the ruling powe
On the information sheet of every prisoner or suspect, following

the general rubrics regarding name, age, and profession, follows a

question not found anywhere else in the world: social extraction

(socproizchoxdIsenlje). It isn'tufohnd in countries half feudalistic,

but is is found in the country of 'social equality'. If a prisoner

finds himself in the unfortunate position of having a father who Was an

sort of a proprietor or, Ood forbid, a state official, there is no pow.

which could wrest him from the clutch of the MTD. After all, the law

defines him as being an 'enemy of the classes'. Your father Wee an

enemy, so that makes you an enemy.

IS• •	 • -	 •0	 WrommIch1 0 	1011 P' (IMY; 	 6111t110	 •al •••••••••■01..o Alftaa ti

 is, scraps. There aren't many, it is true, because they were weed

out by decree. These few are former proprietors, their families and

their descendants. They are deprived of all oitisenship rights, and do

not even have the right to serve in the army.
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During the period of Intense liquiduLion of 'enemies of the,state'

1930-32, the newspapers were full of personal proclamations in which

eons renounced their father*, etc, _liater,these proolumut i on s 4omehow

vanished.. Zvidently Lhoy didn't do any rood.

rho prtauiple of collective responuLoIALLy in internutionul -

aspects ia aluo been tn the ooviet oode. I have already elted the oe-

rinning ot	 It' zi lust sentence re . Las: ( 2hroue...h thc, wicht of

international solldority,Lof interests of':r641'Workers, oodnter-revolu-

tion .try netm are altio puniehed, if they nre aiwed	 -u ti 	 any other

workor'3 utates, ovnn tnourh tho.! , /.re not enueryaut.ital in Lno WoL,h1.

RaruEraph 4 of this article reads:

tEvidence of any help to that part of internntionul oupitulisw,

which does not reoognize the equality of righto of the oommunistio

system which will replace the cupitalletto system, and hastens to

overthrow it, likewise 	 recognition of enemies of the 1161Jit

efficiency carries the possibility of lose of lioerty for a period

of time to be not Imes Lhan 3 years, on to the highest weuseure of

state protection, death before u firing squad together with...eto.'

The preeoribeu code does not only concern 6oviet citizens, but

also all those who may at some time find themuelveu in a sphere of

influence of boviet authority. Of course opposition to the orgunizatior

of a oommunistio structure is punishable. ler example, the fact that

at one time you paid taxes proves that you supported the capitalistic

structure, so you ure an enemy end subjeot to punishment.

In order to make certain that all opposition it unforgotten and

punished, the farsighted Soviet law has in reserve still another

characteristie puragranh, which like the others, conflicts with the

principles of democratic law. 2hie is par. 1.5, A.rt. 68.

It upsets the eternal and sighteous Aoman 	 'Justice is
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not retroactive' /lex retro non agit/.

This paragraph, translated in lay language for the better under-

standing of the reader, reads more or leee,as: If at any time you-had

ever done anything incompatible to Soviet law(eg. you served in the

Amertcan hkrmy, therefore you uphelid the oapltalletio organization),

even though you had acted according to the laws of your country, you

were reeponsibIs to the laws existing in /tussle. The excuse thatiou

knew nothing of thie law, just as you are-sArnbrant of the'laws on Mars,

is not uooepted. You will be tried, because after all, the laws are

written to be abided by. Par. 13 exists for all the world, and fore-

sees 'measures for community protection' in the form of death before a

firing squad, with oonfisontion of property as an added possibility:

That isn't all. It may happen, that in spite of such far-reaohing

laws already cited, a certain action may take place which will not be

qualified to be listed as an offense (despite the •listanoe of Par. 14).

Oould it be possible that there is a chance for the accused to be set

free? Well, let's see what Art. 16 of the criminal code of the RB/BR

says.

'If this, or any other sot whioh jeopardize° community welfare is

unforeseen in the oode, then the basis and sphere of responsibility

for it is determined by those articles of the code whioh deal with

acts similar to the one in question.'

No other criminal codes in the world allow judging by analogies.

This steam from the spirit of the old homan principle, that there i.e no

orime if a law is not broken. Democratic law plainly states that

person is subject to punishment, only if a law forbidding such sots,

exists during the commission of such an act.

If the Bolsheviks adapted this principle, it might happen that

many people would be freed from the threat of arrest. They don't want

I

a•	 We L. 	
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this to happen. The law has to be feared.

Does this law have praotioal applications? Obviously!

Personally, I was 8entenced4 -among other reasons, that to the

queetton of the judge that as a Polish soldier would I fight against

Soviet Russia I answered, "I woald have fought had I been so commanded",

That answer was underlined in my verdiot as proof of my unwillingness

to adjust myself to*oommunium. Hundreds of thousands of Pallah offi-

aisle were sentenced to years of imprisdrizownt ' for performing admini-

strative functions in Poland, during it's independence. Thousands of

polioe were shit without benefit of trial simply because they were

polio., and therefore, guardians of the capitalistic organization. Por

proof of this statement, I offer the name of one camp in which 6,000

police were imprisoned daring 1949040, from whioh none is left living:

Ostaszkow, near Wologda.

• Punishment is meted out for the sots of your father and forefathers

• and for the fact that you are living in a non-oommunistio world,
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CHAPTRii Iv

Soviet Humanitarlsm and Juotioe

rho 61oldheviJE antl-humanitarian admLnistration be juetioe . is eeen

ti) Up, procedure with infants, children, ana women,

b) the treatment of political prisoners,

o) the teol .Atton of the prisoner with regard to his family,,

d) the procedure dialing with pardftw'?rom the death penalty,

e) the investigating methods, and

f) organization of prisons and slave labor camps.

Children and youths do not constitute any special •xoeptions when

the administration of justice is considered in the USSR. The offiminsil

code treats these affairs short and concisely, devoting two artioles

to them In it's general part. Art. 12 of Part III, entitled /General

Prinoiples of Penal Policy', establishes Ghat:

"Minors that have reached the age of 12 and are under suspioion ol

oommitting robbey, perpetrating an outrage, doing bodily damage, crip-

pling, or committing murder will be subject to trial with applioations

of all types of punishment".

Art. 25 of Part IV, when speaking of protective community measur•l

In the first place mentions:

"returning minors to the custody of parents, guardians, trustees,

relatives, if they have the power to restrain them - or other inaivi-

duals or institutions".

More frightful than the letter of the law to sentonood ohildrenc

is the actuality of the sentence.	 return to that later.

Bquallity of rights for the Soviet woman is seen in her trostmon$

regarding the administration of justiOs on an equal basis with men. Th

result of this is cynicism and shamelessness in pr000durss with 71. the
-

.1/1 _ n
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female prisoner, in methods of investigation, the brutality of admin-

istering punishment, and it it's execution. Pregnanoy and °are of an

infant does not enter into the distrioution of punishment.	 ihe _penult

of death 18 applied with the same ruthleseness in rearci Lo a woman a

a man,	 eho sick and Ulu agotl are tro..tud jurit. au rutille:JIy.	 L'he onl

exception established for pregnant women and those under lb years is

that the-death sentence can not be applies to them /Art.-1: of the

criminal code/..

A lpolitical or counter-revolutionary prisoner of the L.oviet is

treated a great deal worse than a common orillinal. .his favoring of

criminals Was nob only establishes throughnpractice, but it results fr,

the principles of collective responsibility. If the father of a orimi.

nal was not a proprietor, then by reason of his proletariat descent, hl

is considered a victim of the capitalistic system, and for that reason

merits leniency from the proletariat courts..

A prisoner in Ausela is denied the privilege of communicating witl

his family not only during the time of investigation, but even during

his entire prison term. He oannot even let them know he had been

arreeted, or to what prison he is oonfined.

The Soviet prisoner has no possibility to complain of abbueea

practiced by the prison superintendent or the investigating organ.

%very oomplaint must go through the prison chief, and the prisoner can

not cheoic whether it had been delivered. If it should happen that a

procurator visits the cell olocx, then no one will be so thoughtless as

to voice a grievance that had not gone through the prison chief.

Actual loeu of citizenship righte dome not start when a verdiot is

handed down, out from the moment of arrest by the MVD.

During the time of investigation, the most brutal methods are used

to force a confession. These methods do not yield in anything, and in
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some oases surpaes the notorious m•thod of Hitler.

hirtioularly glaring anti-humanitarian ism ie seen in the prooedu

and treatment of the prisoner eentencedito death. Anticipation- of a

pardon while waiting for confirmation of the verdict may laet months.

the prisoner is kept in the death cell all this while, in an atmtephe

conducive to madness.

So called reformatory labor camps, and in particular oonoentrati

camps, - disregarding difficult climutp conditions - are 80 organize

that only those prisoneru that haveea strong physical construction oa.

survive in them for any great length of time. The main tat:Lk of these_

labor camps it; the maHu biological extermination of enemies of the

couununiutio party.

0

t.. n i.......arnwnwnrr.sgewoftraieres ..• •r	 ^SIT • •
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JEL,P .151 V

The Outgrowth of h;xtra-Judicial Juutice

Vfte f!. , ratghted nnd	 IbW, which eln . n forueoh the

 t Ot'	 'iv tit t, lz,w11 Ott ternitn not,	 L tW11.11 - C	 WILL boytot

f ill j Lt ,! 0 1 U3 not the only organ of judgment tn the U1.11t.	 L,tri Inetitutior

whi,:h Id althtler and moro formidabln than the law tAnd cowtttution

oolubtnod OK I l a t; inmthe LJ331	 Thle inatitniton iv knov. au 1Minieterium

Wnutrennych Dial' - the Ministry of Internal:Lffaire - the lust inoor-

poration of the noLorious 'Czeka/.

In spite of A rt. 111.: of the Soviet constitution which establishes

that 'judges are independent, they are subject only to the laws', the

court with it's rules is not the principal institute dispensing justice.

At least 90 of the 'justice' meted out to political prisoners is in the

power of the MVD, beyond the realm ofmthe court.

The 11VD is the communistic vanguard of armeu revolution and Soviet

rule, and keeps an eye on the political trend of thought of it's citi-

zens, reg qrdlees of whether they are members of the oommunititnparty,

the military, or government officials. the MV]) received legal recog-

nition from the Rxecutive Central Committee of the USSR, which although

being unconstitutional, nevertheless in general practice has more

meaning and is more important than the legal courts. The practice of

extra-judicial justice is more wide-spread and more severe than the

legal kind of justice.

The demooratio struoture also has it's extra-judioul juetioe 	 the

admtnistrative. However, the administrative fines are so unimportant,

and comprise only a small oateggry of offenses that only a small per-

oentage of people are concerned "with the existence and activity of this

organ. Minor traffic violators, inebriated disturber's of the peace,

and creator's of a public nuisance fool the activities of administrative
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laws through the payment of a fine, or u duy of arrest.

rhe Soviet method of udmtnietrative justios 18 80 univereal and

handles such a wide sphere of offenses, that the greatest percentage Of

tho convicted is throu<h the efforts of the UVD, and these sentence

ranee for many, many ye._Lrs.

rhe pruotices of the MVD were never, in any place, publicly pro-

clatmod and no . .. one,- . with the exception of a small group of,the

bure , La and the heads of the MVD, knows401i . extent and what areas it

comprises. 2hey are 80 extensive and so special, that they decide over

life in the USSR.

nven though no one has heard of, or doesn't know what these

practices are, it does not prevent the authorities from punishing the

people for their violation. And that is flaw'. Soviet jurisdiction
does not say that in order to acquire legal power of authority it is

necessary to publish the :aot. Why should it?

Soviet legislation does not clearly define the difference between

law and a disposition or order. In the West on the other hand, a dis-

position must be supported by a law binding the power, and must be

publicized.

Ale practical consequenoe of this principal of Soviet legislation

is that thm entire administrative subordinate aotivitynis not objeotive

rule, uut a political aim.

The might of the MTD, and it's terroristic character, is based on

these peculiarities of Soviet legislation.

It is clear that this activity is an illegal one whioh endows

Soviet justice, and the entire communistic system, aditbeolutolmo-,
actionary,oharacter.

We do not know the rules which the MVD follows, but we do know the

results of their 'labor', and these enable us to pat forward the *se•r

v-
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tin, that not the oourts, but the ILVD is the main institution of

dispensing jastioe.

•
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KIS2IONAGZ & TROTSiYISM

The Russian Authorities oams to the uonoluuion that it wasn't

enough to deal with espionage in the criminal code, so they inserted

the means of fighting It in their Constitution. Art. 1:33 of the

US6rt Constitution (19j6) reads as follows:

"Treason, breuoh of oath, going over to the side of the

enemy, oausing damage to the military power of the

nation's espionage system, ax.ppanishable with the full

severity of the law, as the greatest crime".

art. 58, par. la and 1B of the criminal code etatee the maximum
punishment for crimes specified in As.rt. 1, 2, and 3 Is of the

Constitution, This, ie clear and understandable, and would need no

disoussion were it not for it's applications in specific Instances

daring the exietanoe of these particular artioles.

The specific naming of the espionage and,Aabo4age sot in the

Constitution, and it's enforcement, oreated a speoial complex re-

garding aa)/otagi fhe result of this complex is the indubitable

fact that in no other country in the world are there so many seateneed
6

for sabotage as in Russia. (And, unfortunately, do we know as little

about any country as WS know about Ausdia). Industrial	 is

dealt with the same as the military, and there is no differenoe in

the punishment. This complex brought about the conclusion, that in

the eyes of the law, every alien who is not a ea4O44ur, is at least

a 1.0 ...11.11	 va
	 17.111 hAAr;u1.-: 	 thil4 inrIprt■nn;

I did not moot a single alien who did not have a paragraph dealing

with espionage affixed to his verdiot. Nearly all Russians having

oontaot with aliens, even accidental, are in slave labor camps as

spies. Personally I was sentenced CA- 11/41VOC" 1q4d that because I WWI

a messenger of the frenoh in.telligenoe, together with General Bi-
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korski's band, and in oontaot with the English-American counter-

intelligence (sic!), strived to overthrow with force, the Soviet

organization". I personally knew a Soviet engineer who was im-

prisoned in a eltive labor camp for many yeare, booauee he had

bought an arithmetic book from a German consulate official for

50 rubles (about 10 dollara). HA Was sentenced to 6 years Im-

prisonment. Tho, verdict was motivated because 'the sum was 80

small, that there is no doubt that he must have given secret in-

formation in addition to the money'. He was sentenced by the MTD,

and .the official charge was, 'suspected of espionage'. I could

name hundreds of such oases.

Another morbid complex of Soviet Justice is Trotskyism.

The official Bolshevik dootrine defines Trotskyism as a radical

leftist doctrine, depending on a program of permanent revolution,

supported on one side against oapitalis, and from the other side

against extrememnationalimmo The theoretical 'difference between the

opinions of Trotsky and Stalin depend, on this, that Trotsky held

out for the first plan for world revolution, holding Russia as an

example, Internal strife In capitalistic countries. Stalin resolved

to create socialism in one country, which having been accomplished,

he would have started a revolution relying on his army.

The interpretation of Trotskyism by the IRT in very extensive.

ror the ITD, a Trotskyite is not only a follower of Trotsky, but he

is in fact every Oommunist and non-Communist who..does not adhere to

the political line of Stalin. All foreign Communists who do not

acknowledge the authority of the Oominform, or have no contact with

it, are Trotskyite', and sooner orlater, at the earliest possible

time, find themselves imprisoned. I frequently net hundreds of Poles,

Osenke, Romanians, and 14noriaas, who were true Communists, ant

yoll t•nna themselves in Soviet prisons.
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Incidentally, I oan add that Soviet legislature passes oat'

extremely high sentences for orossing the border, regardless of

whether it be leaving or entering Russl.a. Leaving Eased& iv °on-

sidered treason, and oan be punishable by death. Illegal outran°.

into rtuusLa lu punishable by not less than 3 years imprisonment -

in a slave labor camp. More often than not, the sentenoe is from

5 to 8 years, which is tantamount to a life sentence.

This complicated soviet justioe . *0,4Ae reason for the Iron

Curtain.
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OILL.P.Nit VII

The Justification of the Koonomio System

rhe praotical application of all the'se laws, and above al.-1, the

ettra-judical justice is the OUL180 of the impriuonmont of froiL 10 IAD lb

million pHreon in tile Soviet AUSUIAL. Phis huge army of common slaveb is

forotia to labor for.the benefit of the organiLation, Iltev,lly for a

place of broad, and constitutes a great faet.or in the economic system of

the Soviet. It very radically eolvee many economic problem, so I'll

only name: a) the dumping of political traffic on foreign markets,

b) the unemployment situation, and o) the development of backward laadb.

The eheapness of labor permits competition in the world marxets. Since

it has been in force, modern slavery has helped solve a problem that has

always been a difficulty for oapitalistic countries - the unemployment

problem. The lack of laborers is being felt la 1.u8sia, and they are

foroed to an ever greater reach into the woman's reserve. Women are

employed in ever widening spheres of labor.

rhis great demand on lftbor would bring about a great migration of

laborers in a search for greater employee benefits and better pay, which

in reality constitute better living and climatic conditions. To atoid

this, Russian law forbids the voluntary change of residence and place

of employment.

The rules governing punishment for tardiness and absenteeism are

also very severe. The decree of 1940, with prudent foresight, states

t h e Revarn pueiebrewni. Cox leaving u plcc of employment, or being late

for work. The law dealing with 'absenteeism' eetubliehes the fine for

missing one day of work, without a legitimate excuse, at a loss of 25*

.pay for a period of six months. A repetition entails a punishment of

six months of labor without pay in a labor camp. A third 'absence' is

tantamount to an act of industrial sabotage au& is liable to Art. 58
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par. 14, and theoretically is punishable with the full penalty, including

death, but in general practioe a sentsnoe of 8 years in a labor camp is

meted out.

&Bolded Laprlsonment, Lu prieons und slave labor (lamps, there is a

widespread practice in Russia of forced migration of people, and even

entire populations,. to Siberia and Central ,Lsia. This aotion Is dicta-,

ted by two motives: national politics, und economic plans for converting

the Soviet into u compaibt Kuropeun-siatic nation. For the realization

of such a great reounding, a vast terrain has to be colonized. The

needed colonists are recruited from the smaller nations as Poland, Lith-

uania, 4oreA, Usbeok, and above above all, the Ukraine. The offioial

statistics of the Soviet show aumthat the lessening of the number of

Ukranians in the Ukraine from 19j0-1940 to be greater than 10 million.

It is true that in those years about 4 million died from starvation, but

there had also been a natural birth inorease; (one of the largest in the

world), so that it can be boldly stated that within 10 years about 12 to

15 million people had been forcefully displaced from the Ukraine.

History is being repeated in the mass displacement of persons aoo-

ording to the examplee of medieval' and ancient times. The 20th oentary

is reliving the epoch of slave trdffio. It is happening in the 'most

progressive nation in the world', which has the 'moat liberal constitutia

in the world' and the 'most humanitarian law'.
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OWL22ER VIII

Ocnolusions

The conveyed analysis of certain poin,te of the Bolshevik criminal

code, and artioles of the itussian constitution, which speak of the

organs for dispensing justice, gives authority to draw the following

oonolusions:

The dispensing of justice in the USSR has nothing in common With

the demooratio principles of justioe

1. It has a judioial relative oharaoterietio, and in practice,

above all, an administrative one.

2. It has techniques of atuthorative execution.

3. It is a technique used for the realization of world revolution.

4. It is an activity regulating the demands of labor, tadispensable

to the discharge of extensive investigating duties organized through

the state.

5. It is the reformatory-educating agenoy that has as it's aim

the attsittmg adjustment of non-communistic persons to life in a

worker's state.
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E.LAT III

ORGANI.:Aa2IUNb 	 iNIL1it1NG JU:,12ILl;

Techniques of Investigations and y,ourt Procedures

CHAPTKR I

Judiolul Organization'

Art, 104 of he 1->pviet oonatItation:

'The final law court is the Supreme court of the USSR. It super-

visee the aotivitiee of all judiolal argune ;- in the USZAI,and the United

Art. 103 of the constitution:

'Supervision over all oourt aotivity is performed at the direotion

of the people's assessor (narodnyoh zaeiedatielej), exoeptingin the

instances specifically set apart by law'.

Art. 112 of the ooastitutipn:

'Judges are independent, and subject only to the law/.

The autonomy of United Republic courts is preserved in the judi-

cial authority organization. This principle however, does not apply to

the appointment Of a prosecutor. Prosecutors of Republics of the union

have the right to appoknt district prosecutors, and minor officials, bat

only with the approval of the Supreme Prosecutor of the USSR. 'Saab

Republio has individual criminal codes .. This 'individuality' is seen

In the numberine of the code with their identical contents in the RBISR

oodo.

Th saariari ttole portrays the actual Soviet jndioal organization

TAXA
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The Supreme Council of the Union or of the Republic
degree of the hierarchy, seiecte the Supreme Court

1	 1
Territorial courts (Country, °blot, and'region)
proper councils of aCtive i deputiel for a five year11	 .	 ,

depending on the
or a five year term.

:	1	 ;

eelected by the
rm.

Peoples courts are entabliShed tr a three year te by secretelect one
of the citiCens of the . particular region4.,

ji	 •	 1	 !1
The Supreme council of tha USSR 	 intslhe Chief Procurator of the
USSR for seven years.	 1•	 ,
The Chief Procurator of the ussn Ippo inta the procurators of the
individual reptblics, countries aildWojevodstva for five years.

The Procurator of the 'reptiblio vh the spprCval of the Chief Procurator
appoints the Procurators of the districts, regions, and cities for a
five year tent.
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The Sapreme Coanoil of a Aepablio, depending on it's place in the

system, islohosen for a term of 5 years by the (6upreme Cart.

Territorial judges (oounCOunty, and dietriot) are chob•n for

5 year terms by a worker's Deputy Council.

Judges for public courts are cleated by secret ballot In regional

elections for a 3 year term.

The Chief Prosecutor of the USSR le chosen for a 7 year term by
•

the Supreme Coanoll of the USSR.

The Chief Prosecutor names the prosecutor for eaoh Aepablio to

serve 5 years.

With the approval of the Chief Prosecutor, the proseoator of a

Republic names regional prosecutors for 5 year terms.

Independent from the above organisation, are the military oourts

Which function under the pretext of an administrative-military division.

Besides this, there are temporpry Revolutionary Tribahals (RewtrybansaY)

operating, a000antable to the highnooarts.

On the other hand, Art. 102 of the constitution presents special

()mute in the USSR which were enacted on the reoommendations of the

USSR Supreme Court. It was this type of court that judged the case of

Tuohaosewski and his associates, the noted case of the 16 accused Polish

represOntatives of the underground government, and many oases of this

type.

If the above mentioned articles were the only articles of the

constitution, it wouldn't be possible to hag* any reservations regmtding

the organisation of Soviet judicature. Other articles of this oonsti•.

tation exist, whioh factually cancel the right of autonomous coax** in

individual Republics, as well es courtindependence.
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. Aits..11,54111d 116 plainly state, that palleoatore of the United
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Republics or districts which are 'autonomous', are named by the ilikief

UR Proseoutor. It ie clear then that this sham autonomy is but a

which confirms the praotioe of oentralising judioial duties

The indepondenoe of thejudges is also illustrated in the limit of

their terms (6 years, and in some oases, 3).

It was stated that judges are ()looted. Actually, 	 or are appoints,

since the selection of judges by the Supxlml, Qoanoil of	 USSR can be

synonomous with appointment by the party which has the deo ing voice in

all things.

The election of judges for the people's oourt (the lowest court)

takes place according to the well known formula applied at the elections

of Soviet deputise. A000rding to it, eledtions are-general, without

intereention, equal, secret, but....you ohoose....only one delegate!

'This is inoomprekensible to democratic nations, but entirely natural in

Russia. Unions or organisations 	 which the deciding factor is evi-

dently and solely communistic) present only one oandidate, and so it is

possible to hold general and seoret elections. The party candidate has

an assured victory, sinoe thereto absolutely no one to oppose him.

repeat: it is inoomprshensible, but universally practiced in the

USSR. Presenting the fact that Soviet elections are not real elections

is all that can be done - there is no counsel to be given.

Another condition exists that permits the assurance that the. so  •

called independent courts are not really independent at all.. There is

another institution in Soviet Russia which has wide prerogative of

justl y's. This the the g Ministeriam Wnatriennyoh Diel' (MTD formerly

known as IldVD),

2he praotioes of this institution are so extensive that they map.

'lately cancel the essence of Art. 112, at the same time

5 54:	 .41 4, hiev440441111104/4164410
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of the entire *let jnatiOe apparatne.

There is no doubt: Soviet Justice resta in the hands of two insti-

tutions, the Ministry of Justice, and the MVD.

The competency of thane tivO . inatitutione le not clearly set down.

In any case, this can not be determined due to the indistinot wording of

the oriminal conduct code. Fundamentally it oan be acoepted, that the

ooarts pronounce sentence for offenses listed in the criminal oode and

the MVD eliminated individuals and groups that are 'dangerous or detri-
"7I

mental to the community'.

Prom reading the text, attention to certain artioleeof the criminal

conduct code show that 'special orders', mxs give the functionaries of

the MVD special priveleges. These orders probably define the sphere of

activity for the MVD, but they are so secret, they are not known gena.

rally, and least known in demooratio nations.

Establishment of any accurate boundaries is unlikely. Besides, it

seeasathat this is a doubtful question even tb the interested institu-

tions. We will have to judge by observation as to the who, when and

whyfore of Soviet arrests, investigations and convictions.

The basis that Soviet law is a tool of the revolutionists reunite

in the differentiation between criminal and political offenses. As a

oonsecinenoe of this, different organs engage in their review.

Before discussing the teohniques of the Soviet judiciary, it has to

be stressed that the most often encountered offense is oounter-revolutioi

whioh is of a political nature. Therefore it behooves as to discuss the

otgasilitióiauzi iywealwally appoizakill Zor trAi kio44outioa a thwaii iiilaaaa;
is

This essential for the comprehension of the background and dimensions of

the political terror, constituting the true essenoe of national 	 in

the Soviet.



U
Bxisting without interruption since 1947, M. V. D. is the

fourth in a series of names given to an organisation which has

been In instance ulnae 1917. The founding father of this in..

stltutLon is roll' Diiersynski, one-time head of the Extra-

ordinary UommLision 'Ozerezwyosajnot Komieji 04K1(A'. After

r)407

rawlenije'	 The..name was then °hanged to LOW fiaro jdny

.	 ...,:'
midariat Wnatriennyoh Biel', only to iriltered, after4the

war, to the more fdemooratio' MVD IMInisteriam Wnntrionnyoh Dial%

The sphere of aotivitylof the Ministry of Internal Affairs

is oonsiderably-broader than in any demooratio nation. The head

of the M. V. D., besides having the oonfirmed rights of a Minister
of Interior, also has broad prerogatives relating to the oharsotor-
istios of the legal administration. In 1941, the rapid growth of

the former NAVD, oansed the oreation of the Ministry of State 6.•

onrity, lgomisariat Oosndarswiennoj Besopasnosti t MB, This ft-

nistry, formerly known as the Oommissariat, undertook the task of

exposing °winter-revolutionists, and offenses against art. 68 of

the oriminal oode, as well as safeguarding National and Military

seourity. . The faot that a separate Ministry had to bo created to
guard against tots aimed at only one artiole ofwthe criminal °od•,
gives as an idea to the great number of people involve& in snob.
&ate. The name of this Ministry is not as universally known as tho
old name, therefore I will use the known name in Waving, tn Wm^

organization •xeonting eontrol over life within Russia, •wasting.
revolution, and being the same as the arm of Stalin, the party,

or, who prefers, the proletariat.

Minister Berii was the Ima4 of I. V. D. until 1941, whoa .

'0.:1ICA I , it was known as the OPU fGlawnoje .eolitioseekoje



at it's disposal.
2-vraftlar

tf Q,f	 fig
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44gjimagtw took °Wargo. Hs was however, direotly liable to /mills,

so muoh so, that it can be said &ail is the big boss of M. T. D.

The main task of M. V. D, in their fight,againet countererevor

lutioniste, and ilisaktng	 with all activities dirsoted

against tho absolute powers of Stalin. No one on earth has the

slightest doubt that Stalin is a dictator, and neeisany explanation

of the statement.

Very often I am oonfronted with theygeristion: Nhy'doesn't

the Russian nation rebel against the Bolshevik party. It's not

over 3 million strong?"

never heard that question in Russia. This question on

only be posed by a oitisen of a democratic nation, who does not

understand the mentality and ethics of the Russian's. Doing raised

in an atmosphere of freedom, he cannot believe many of the revel-

. ations about the U. S. S. R.

It has to be understood, that in it's fight against counter-

revolutionism, the M. V. D. discharges it's duties remarkably well

because it has at it's disposal:

1. Soviet law.

2. An army of informers.

3. A special branch of the internal M. V. D. army.

4. Private equipment to handle their own railroad trans.

portation, river traffic, and ships sailing under the

green and white flag.

5, Private telephone lines, independent of those in

.general ass.

The management of these media creates a government within •

government, and possesses rights =heard of in other parts of the

world. even the Gestapo, had neither each moans,* nor snob rights
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The wording of the entire criminal oode, and in particular,

arts. 9 and 58, is so ingeniously thought oat, that fandamentally

every citizen of the U. 8. 8.1t. oan be arrested and oonvicted bn

any pretext.

It must not be forgotten that 'the manner and oonfirmation

of arreste by the M. V. D.' together with 'the manner and super-

vision of investigation of those brought bef3re the AA.	 -D.',

oonsists of a special order •peoifioally established for thisupur-

pose. Au I mentioned before, these special orders have not been

disclosed to. ..the populace since they are as secret as all the

activities of the M.. V. D.

Besides the courts normally subject to the Ministry of Jastioe,

the M. V. D. orders seoret trials as deoreed by the administration,

which is under it's immediate power. In 1935, when Jesow was the

officer in charge of WA), a special Tribunal of Three was insti-

tuted. in Moscow for the sole purpose of hastening the destruction

of the 'enemies of the people'. This was at a time when there was

an especially strong movement of terrorism, and the (warts were

physically unable to handle their obligations. Up to 1938, this

Tribunal bad the right tq Mee a death-Olatenoo. Oven at a secret

tOal. After the liquidation of Jesow, the activities of the
Tribunal were curtailed, and the name changed to the Special °oils&

1/ 0e0boje 8owiessozanije l , henoe the shortened OW. It is still.

functioning, but does not hand out sentences of morewthan 6 yearffi.

It does, however, take fall advantage of it's power, and the

numeral 8 appears on most of it's oonviotions.

The MTD is given it's information as to whom shall be arrested,

by a large army of informers called Iseksoty l , - Isekretnyj @atria-. .

/lie, that is, seoret assistants.

•	 .04,44616011:141104.1.4.11.6,4 	,),04***144141114te‘ • gia6F4r:
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Art. 91 of the 8oviet oriminal

4IP•

ounduut uode H Et yti : 'the HOUr004

used to deteot criminal uonduct are:

1. Deolartitions of citizens, associations, and organ-

izations.

2. Information of governmental inatitutions and govern-
•

ment workers.

B. .3elf-aoousation.

4. Proseoutor l e motion.
.1.•"'""

5. Pb. knowledge of the investigating organization, the

presiding judge or-the ooarte.I

The information is divulged at headquarters. Soviet judioial law

presumes that a person mentioned in an accuser's report, and there-

fore being under suspicion, is guilty. These repoTte place the

populace in jeopardy. If the accused had not yet oommitted a orime,

he may have thought of oommitting one. Sinos the thought, and the

deed, are both punishable alike, the amassed is automatically

judged. The astringent application of the law sots as a measure of

prevention. It will always be a moot question whether a person has

the inclination to oommit a crime or not. The Soviet courts do not

stop to consider this. Of coarse it is difficult to oonjeoture

whether a person wants to oomait a orime, endeavors to push his plans

to completion, or if that ten e t the ease. whether or not he had the

inclination to commit a crime. That is the crux of the matter.

In the Russian ooarts, the aooused has to prove that he had

is pretty certain that once arrested, his guilt is a oertaLnty.

As soon as • report is made on him, his not only is under suspicion,

but guilty as °barged.

In Soviet Russia, informers are as common as use.

'



•
The sohool( of Auasia haveoourses on the subject of divalgint

information. Uhildren are raised La the belief that informing on

any one Le a virtue,. and a duty of n Soviet oitizen. Art.

1:, of the orlminal code pertains to all sources of information

deaL1nK with oontemplated or oompleted crime. Therefore a Soviet.

citizen treats the giving of information as a completely natural

and justifiable aot. 'If I don't inform, someone else will, and it

18 entirely possible that they will denotinoe me l - is tes normal

chain of thought of an average Soviet citizen.

2he arwy of informers is counted in the millions.. They are

recruited from the ranks of voluntary informants, or the compulsory.

The voluntary ones are the' ideal Communists, those that.bolieve

informing is a virtue, or weak oharaoterod individuals.

The compulsory informers, without exception, are,,hotol managers,

keepers of rooming houses, all factory management dealing with

personnel, captains of ships of the fleet, members of the worker's

unions,every third member °Komsomole the pang peoples party, all

members of the . Uommunist party, political army workers adulate-

trative personnel of the Ikolohosow' collective farms, sta.

for the investigation of all possible proof Of resistance, the

MVD has at it's disposal, •pools.' detachments of an indiernal army

not subordinate to the regular army. According to the estimates of

dertain Soviet oitisene (who at one time held highnoftioes, and later

were sentenced to many years of imprisonment with me. To mention

a few, 4 wilaiiiLive, a ---== =7 IP &II
9" ..,_ 1 n1 A■■■■■lho
tamaawA.moN virwArip

General), the XVD army numbers more than 2 million persons. This
-

tinatriennyje 'oinks VD' oonstitates a strong peace-time arty spinal

which the Russian oitisen will not rebel, as ean be testified Wf the

insurrection in 1932, 1935/4 in the Ukraine and Numasam, sal also

in the war against Germany in 194S/3. 14rOrtseithal.,i0
A106lir-
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are now being widertaken in the Bouthern-Asiatio oountries.

During the war the MID was eqaipped with first rate maohine

guns . ni si** throwere„--1.naor unit6 -and tanks, and had been aswigned

the duties of boarder patrol t6 prevent escapee, and to suppress

any rebellion. fhle may not have been mnivereally known, but is

not and never was a ueorot to the average nuesian soldier. Neither

is it a ssorelt that the reserve army to trained in the remote

sections of the oountry, and is unarmed. 'Arms were distributed only

for target practioe. Rifles and ammunition were brought in by the

MTD, and taken away again after practice. froope ordered to the

front, very oftem rode unarmed, and always without ammunition. Only

after crossing the protective MTD lines did they reoeive ‘ fall battle

equipment. Obviously Soviet propaganda hid this , fact very carefully.

- This secrecy was possible, when you realize that foreign oorres-

pondents were unable to cross these lines.

Other detachments of this army perform duties as prison guards,

and guards in slave labor camps.

/hill liberty of operations, independent of other administrative

agencies of state, as well as certain connections are assured the

'MVD byl private means of transportation, private telephone lines,

and numerous radio stations.

The MID handles the administration of prisons 'Lerma Glown,y

Viesienniotwa l , *amps /gulag', and politioallyntends displaced

persons 'sealant's'.

The RUM 1 Rabooso-Krestijaskaja Krasnaja Milioja l , which is

equivalent to our polio, force, is under the jurisdiction of the

MV14 Obviously, it's duties aren't a fraotion as important as the

MVD. These duties consist chiefly in keeping public order, and

apprehending criminals. In many criminal cases, for reasons nn-
•I•

3
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known tolls, the MVD will conduct oriminal investigations without

the aid of the police. the polio. never investigate political

' Oehee, These tire InvestieciitifirTby7the-MTD, with 80; of them going
.	 .

thru the 0330.

Before the MGB was eliminated, it was responsible to the XVD

for the purpoue of training spies for duty la foreign military and

political pariieu. 2his was the most extensively organized system

of spies in the world.

Who is the MVD subject to?

A000rding to the letter of the law, control over the MT ought

to be handled by the high counsel of the USSR, but that isn't CO.

Contrarily, the members ofmthie ()minim], are subject to close obser-

vation by tns organization which theoretically the control. ALotnally

the WID is responsible to no one but Stalin.

,.,i,dxfsei;:zsii,	 ,401.3o-mhioeulr
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Methods of Arrests

The arreetsof individuals suspected of oommit .ting a orimintill off-

•l:180 are performed by the militia. rhe foundation for auoh arrests_is

Art. 91 000.	 rho fonwilittee adeooluted with theee urreete ftre more or

less similar to those in demooratio nations.

Arreets performed through the MVD present a different picture.-

In thous oases, the binding factors are .1 4V4-61u1 orders'.

An order for arrest is not necessarily attributed to the completion•

of an attempted act. It is universally known that there were instances

of persons being arrested who were unknown by the MVD. In Soviet ocou-

pied countries (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Poland, eto.) . there were

mass raids on the streets, and in publio plaose, in which all persons

were arrested and after being transported to the MTD headquarters,

segregation took plaoe. It was customary to hold all that did not

possess personal identification, together with arrivals from other

locabities.

Arrests of individuals were also performed. This was usually done

by either uniformed or non-uniformed agents of the MVD accosting pede-

strians who had stopped to converbe. They would be individually ques-

tioned on the topic of their conversation. If their answers were the

same, they'd be told to move on - if not, they were arrested. The reason

for arrest was that theynhad been carrying on a counter-revolutionary

conversation', or complaining or existing conditions or conspiring.

Unnspirators usually agreed before hand, that in the interruption by an

agent of the MID, they would •soh say..that they had been dismissing •

film. Inoidently I'll add, the Bolsheviks were astonished at the intereel

shown in films by • large percentage of the oitisens in occupied oountriel

Generally the arresting agenoy hastens to explain that it operates on
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the principle of law and presents the arrested person with an order for

arroet etrned by the proceoutor. It Is a common practioe however, to

have a delay of many weeks, or even a dieuonLinuance. This oan,be.

called an 'accidental' urreHt.

From oceervih	 the uotivitiee of the Dila.), either in 1Joviet Lialdeia

or lh :;oviet ocoupied coantrieu, depondine on the polltioftl sItuation,

arretits tire performed oy a specific plan prepared oy the hiEher-upe

for any eventuality. 2he domocratio infaTTAation of the law remains

the same, but in Aussia the laws are flexible and elastic. rhie ekae-

tiolLy is endowed through .*.rt. 16 oo which introduces trials by analogy,

The 2VD always hasA prepared list stating who shall be arrested

for any cause. Taking into consideration the period of 1936 -7 as a

time of specifically intense terror, we can risk stating that the keys

to arrests are : Trotetuites, malefactors, spies, and persons having

any contact with friends or relatives in othv countries. ALS I pre-

viously stated, the Trotaxy idea is as widespread in Aussia as malefao-

tion and spying. It is no wonder then that for every 'Trotskyite' or

other 'spy' a great number of persons find themselves on the road limas,

to prison. This isn't at all illegal for Soviet law, through oo Art. 7,

permits the application of punishment not only 'to persons that have

°omitted an act detrimental to public safety', but also to those that

present a danger' through their connections with a criminal environnoni

or for past activities.

The moment of arrest depends on the politioal situation.

Te MVD, working on the assumption that it l e activities ought to be

secret, performs most of it's arrests under cover, preferably at night.

The ingenuity used in camouflaging it's aotivitiee is very great and is

applied especially in the methods used to combat anti-oommuniem,

individual that is under suspicion is usually Galled into an office
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or official business, generally the Militia offioe

and finds 1114 agent of the MTD wkLiting for him. In the name way, diplo-

'sista() attaohes and
k"

Perlsone'lwmthe.lipublio eye are reoallnd to Mbeoow.

If an arrest takes plaoe at the home of the prisoner, the agents

of the MVD usually attempt to reassure members of the funaLly that the

oaase of arrest is minor and that after explanations are given he will

be releaseed...Evidently no one believes this, but everyone:has a:ray

of hope that in thiu partioular inuident, -t5VMTD agents dTe speaking

the truth.

J..;.tib;:,1:4&44/44.1*"4""41"*' M •



TIVSSTIGATIONS

In every demooratio ooantry respecting de jurtand de facto

independent trials, investigations are for the purpose of deter-

mining the exact fauts. The way to this, le the gatherIng of 1111'1-

dance to inoriminate the accused, at well as to helping acquit

the unjustly acoused. Only after gathering all the evidence, do

the investigating officers present their aoousations. If ,there is

nonevidenoe, the case is dropped, and the &caused Is freed. The

trial itself, is the result of an aocusation, and has as it's aim,

the establishment of the facts of criminal offenses. The ooart

works freely and independently of the investigating off/mire, and

only judges by the facts and evidence collected daring the trial of

the accused. The 900U8Od is judged only after all evidence has been

oolleoted and presented.

Similar precepts may be found inmthe Soviet criminal oondmot

code, and similar practice in Soviet courts 'whiohnpresids over

criminal oases.

However, Soviet justice works in an entirely different manner

if the case is of a political nature.

In these inetano•s, the Soviet investigation is a function

which has as it's aims:

a. The uncovering of an offense.

b. Incriminating people that aren't necessary to the regime.

o. Oonvinoe the accused that he had committed an offense.

A : rnrna	 mnnf*FletOn rTom him.
Prepare

e. piiwo the writ of accusation.
There is a popular saying in Russia, to attach an article".

The criminal code is attached to the guilty as well as the not guilty.

The result of this is that the 'arrested is always guilty'.

•
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When the 1 1.10estigutor can not find proolif guilt, he looks for

other incriminating auto which suit his own convenient's, and later on

he will send it to a superior court or the 6pecial t.:ollegium WIT_	 _
(0330).

The ouperior court relies on the act of doousatton and endeavors

to prove the prisoner's guilt. A guilty plea is unquestionable proof

of guilt, and 10 the basis of sentence. The 0350 always relies

exclusively on material evidenoes of investigation, and ,pass judgement

in absentia administratively.

W hen there is no proof of guilt, the accused has to provide, and
•

prove, his own alibi of innocence.

The real spirit of Russian justice gives rise to many known

Russian anecdotes. Nothing is more characteristic of the social and

political life, .18 an anecdote. Here are two of them.

In the bath-house of a town, a technician of an electrical

appliance shop was robbed ofuhis clothing. The thief left only •

vest, and the Soviet polioe had no success in finding the thief.

However, the Victim's vest was thoroughly examined • tnrough force of

habit, with the result that one of the policemen found a pieoe of

copper wire. The workings of his mind were channelled thusly:

'Technician - working in a shop - he stole the wire, which is the

property of the Booialistio country. Therefore a crook'. Result,

the arrest of the complaining victim. (hossosenko stories)

Another one.
 he	 um-A aaviwt bunny rah, away ane, dieat't

yond the iron curtain.

Ifty did yon escaper asked a ran

*Because they castrate horses"

"Bat year a bawl"
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"That's All for you to say, but they AIL you, oastratoroul

and then prove your not a horse".

rhe above uneodotes Illustrate not only the sporadic ohance

stupidity or the MISIWO ordthe organs of investigation, but ale6 the

ruling system.

rhere is a dominating tendonoy of self-accusation in the Soviet

8y-stem of inveatigatlon. Tkrough regulations, the inquisitor does

not give the arrested person the reason for depriving him ofwhie
'

freedom. ihe investigator demands that the aocuseu define his crime

personally.

Between the time of arrest, and the first hearing, the arrested

person's thinking pr000sses are aimed at trying tonfind oat the

reason for his arrest. A. person having unluwfalloontaots gives the

Soviet authority u confession, since he knows what he has been

arrested for, but the 'righteous' searoh their memories for recol-

lectiont; of instances in their aotivities whi:oh might be the basis

for what has happened. He makes an 'examination of oonsbienoe',

mentally reaching back, findLng lights and shadowd. In $ certain

instance, he finds some small, inconsequential ?offense' - but isn't

yet certain whether that particular reason caused his arrest.

Through these thought processes, the investigating judge hopes

to gain a confession of guilt from the arrested party. The moment

of self-accusation is also the moment of pleading guilty as charged,

and that is tku of coarse what the investigators want to come to

psksi g , Therefore, inm*he first phases of nrel; Btinn , tha

attempts to explain to the arrestes the necessity of self-aocumation,

and to oonvinoe him that only a voluntary admission of guilt will

help lessen the verdiot, and who knows, whether or not, it may

gain his freedom for him.
	 •
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The eventa adwission of guilt Is not Mays reason enough to

close an investLgation, and prepare a writ of accusation. It may

happen that nn acoutioU person le_iy have more on his consoienoo, and

th	 se ndintuton	 l tglL	 must be forthoom ni,.- tn the SaWei mt.nnur. - Such

i8 the , ittitude of the inveutlgutin organs.	 I!he process of pro-

ourtng a confession starts anew. Only after ull means of outainIng

oonfesston and nelf-acousation are exhuaste„ does the investigaLor

formulato his rein more r)r less fair oharg.:....„,,i,gain the investigator

tries - without telling tae accused what the offense is	 to bring

about a confession aad aotnowledge his guilt. If the accused denies

the acousution, the Investigator demands meterial proof (try to prove

your not.a horse). In the event that an accused person can furnish

proof of innocence, the investigating organ will put forwurd new

accusations until the accused reaistanoe is flnaily broken. More than

once investigations of this kind lasted from 3 to 4 years.

Tendencies to attach articles of the criminal code dominate the

entire prooeases of investigation. In case it is impossible to

ascribe the commission of a crime to the accused person, it is im-

puted that he had endeavored, or at least thought of, committing an

offense. In each Oases, it is difficult for the accused to gather

evidence of innocence.

If it is difficult to formulate a charge, the MVD tries a method

of investigation based on a 'life-sketch'. The acoused is obliged to.

present, truthfully and in detail, a oertain period in his life. 114

1.1	 lar thiG n number ni° tee.. nt different tntotrvals of time. The

finding of discrepancies establishes, in the understanding of the

investigators, proof of hiding an offense. That is an important point

of provocation in the process of Inducing the arrested person to •
fall confession (xs raskajanija).



7mndamen41/ Soviet law preventa the priantation of proof of

guilt to the arreateu person. Thies is due, in many oases, to the

leak of evidenoe, but mainly because the lnveutigetors strive for

a confession and repentanoe.	 he aim of the investigators /8 to

physically break down a person, and to oonvInce him that he is a

great einner against the socialistic nation.

Many differemt means are applied to reaoh,thut aim.

Art. 136 of the criminal conduct code reads:

"The investigating oourt does not have the right to demand a

oonfession or admission of guilt from the aooused by violenoe,

threats, or other similar means".

This article does not pertain to persons suspected of political

orlmes, , ae the investigations are oonduoted by' the Mr) which profit

bymthe 'special orders'. In general, the impression is given, that

the points that are forbidden under art. 136 Of the criminal conduct

code are the means which are allowed the MID.

If in spite of strenuous inducements and persuasions, the pri-

soner still stubbornly maintains his innocence, the investigating

judge reaches into a great arsenal of such 'forbidden measures'. Hs

does this with a clear conscience bowlines after all 'the accused is

always guilty'. He is not arrested 'for nothing'.

A large file of these measures are available to the investigator

for forcing a confession. The Soviet .judges have certain steps tmy
usually follow when applying them.

"ftev alrhanating allmegAng nf parnmkeiow, anA	 lweswil==i 41t■7

apply threats. The first one is generally s threat to the family of

the accused. The judge presents the accused with the possible fate

of his family, their probable arrest, deportation, etc. The prisoner

normally knows that this is entirely possible. Nextels presentea,
A•

c?.94.2t9499 ‘112100,10pioa4", new* .
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figuratively Alk oompetently, what awulte tarreatee in the event

of his oontinued denial, loss of freedom for many years, separation

from faintly, eta., and then he Is threatened with violence.

The morale of the accused to thou Loworod. It IN L known tact

that a prisoner undorFooS physiosl depreesion and nervoue tent.

Thie tranepiree to lower the organic reeietanoe and the weakening of

the will. The change from the normal way of life, hunger], the

ourtallment of many comforts and cuutomo of everyday life, the

restraint of free movement, and many daliff-reasons, areresponsible

for this break in morale. Furthermore, the crowded Soviet prisons,

and the primitive level of ivglenice, increase the prisoner's dis-

position to nervous shook.

The investigating judge endeavors to use this taut nervous

oondition to gain his end. Therefore, daring the time of •xumination,

he tends to use every availaole means to aggravate the nervous system.

Roughly speaking, it can be compared to the so°ailed 'third degree

examination'. 16 so happens, that a few investigating judges

steadfastly stare at the prisoner. This lasts for an hour or two.

In the meantime, the accused is questioned, and the judges study his

reactions. Another method is to have a number of persons (not ne-

oosearily judges) pass through the room where the inquiry is taking

place. These persons stop before the one being questioned, look at

him, throw questions or aaroastio remarks at him, or frequently limit

themselves to a significant grant. Thisndisorientatea the prisoner

Tt„	 gl=n hg P.7=71 "ha t a prisoner is .,..

into a room, presumably to be questioned, but no question ie pat up

to him. During this time, the investigating judge is busily reading,

and ignores the prisoner. The inquisition doesn't start for a few

hours.
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tors also attempt to comnt•raot the sentiments of

the arrestee. They laugh at and defile the ideal for whioh he is

being inveatigated, try to a_tifle_fataily Viet], time invectives that

are lneulta to personal dignity, and deprive him of hope.

When fear and terror do not break down the prisoner, physical,

torture ensues.

It la difficult to enumerate all of their methods. Many of them

have been mentioned in publications on thlia-edstiality of 'the GPU,

We can only atate, that these writings are not exaggerated, nor do

they drain the reperiboire of the WM

In a conversation with a Soviet prisoner - at one time a high

Soviet dignitary - we spoke of the methods of the Gestapo and Ws

bestiality. At the close of oar conversation, he said with Communis-

tic pride, "Bah, what INEXI theynknow, they know from us, and they

could never readh our heights".

It is not my intention to write about the horror of Soviet in-

vedtigations, but I cannot resist the will to publish the tortures

whioh I suffered, or which I had witnessed performed on my colleagues.

One of my hearings lasted continuously for 90 hours. Al]. this

time, I stood in a corner, without sleep, food, or drink (Prior
to this, I was fed some very salted herring). After 2 days of this,

I was tempted with the prospect of rot:flaying water and rest. When

this didn't help, the judge fell into a rage, and 'by way of beginning

the •xpeoted torture', knooked out 3 of my teeth. The only words I

hoard from these 'judges' were the two 'skasy prawda l (tell the truth).

Xxhaasted, I didn't answer then, so a horn was made, by rolling up

1Prawcia' (a well known Soviet newspaper), and yelling into my ear.

The offset is partial deafness which bothers no to this day.

The next torture applied was what is knon as t it barrel of



13nghter / . It is an ordinary wine oask, set in a position for

rolling, over whioh the prisoner is draped in eaoh a manner that

his stomach is pressed against the walls ol the barrel. Then the_

barrel is struok with a hard rubber 'club. The result is entirely

unexpected; the resounding of the barrel induoee vomiting, and the

longer it lasts, the stronger is the reaction. After a half hour of

this, the. prisoner feels completely 'turned oat' giving up . the re-

mainder of the gall and blood.

Another popular torture in to have the prisoner sit on a bottle

for many hoar., so that the nook of the bottle sinks deeper and

deeper into the anus. It wouldn't do to mention small tortures, as

then one would beoome boring. Is it worth writingnabout snob oommon

• praotioes as foroing needles under the finger-nails, or standing on

Mit iron? These methods are so widely known among Soviet prisoners

that it doesn't pay to mention such small tortures. Juntas nothing

is mentioned about such normal everyday activities as breathing and

walking, so is nothing mentioned in Soviet prisons about suoh or-

dinary forms of torture as clubbing or slapping one's faoe.

Applied torture is not the rule of Soviet investigators. It is

• system whilie applied by investigating judges then, when all

means of the criminal oonduot code are •xhausted. Then it is applied

without moray and is always applied to members ofndisolosed secret

organisations of a politioal nature.

Professional preparation for Soviet investigating judges is.Anot

very high, and doesn't call for - as in Uapitalistio countries.- long

year. of otmAy. Through the general laok of speoialists in Anemia,

professional standing does not play a high roll. Membership in the

(Iomsomol) constitutes a better ohanoe of attaining a position of

responsibility than do studies of law. The name applies to judicial

•
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ditties. In /Lel, investigating judges, ?Ivo, and lawyers base
400%

their standards of learning on 10 years of elementary and preparatory

studies, and. 3 years of study in law. There are some Judges who have

had only a few months of law, while still others have no profeeeiOnal

baokground at all.

Investigating judges of the MirD can be separated into 3 groups,

if the aubjeot.of ways of conducting investigations and professional

standing is considered.
1. Thoee of little intelligedoe, unlearned, conceited, and vain.

These handle matters of smaller worth. Lack of schooling is covered

up by lengthly written protocol and delivering extensive propagan-

distic reports on the benefits of the Soviet organization. They tend

to ran the gamut from surgery affabilitynto ordinary beatings.

2. The intelligent. Mostly professional routine. They are .

more inclined to gather evidence of crime, and use means of oonvin-

oing the viotim of the necessity to oonfess dnd acknowledge their

crime. They are more enduring and stubborn inmtheir beliefs. They

try to perceive the psychological make-up of the accused. From this,

they decide what methods of torture to use, whether moral or physical.

They are cruel and ruthless, and do not flinch before the moot re-

fined torture. Among the, the specialists in cruelty are- - women

judges.

3. The eminently qualified. Often a party agent. Grave phi-

losophical studies (in the spirit of dialectic materialism): In

contrast to young wards of 5ovis'i 14400li, thay oriantatz WWWW.0410iVymo

to capitalistic ways of life. They handle matters of great importance.

They avoid applying torture (not always - some are true sadist.):

They attempt, via dialectic demonstrations, to foroe the accused to a.

confession. The oharacteristice of this group of judges were shown
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Arthur koestler's book 'Danes. at soon'.

DO the investigating judges attain their goal? It may be

maintained that they do. Lot's take for an example the results 91

M0800W prooeseee, when people that were used to ruthless warfare,

themselves rabid Oommuniste that were able to resist the Czarist

ruffians, stood before the bar. At the trial, they ardeltly made

statim•nts of-self—aooueation and repentanoe. They showea.;greater.

eagerness than the hardy predicted. A111.0.0itted to guilt. The judge

was the supreme proourator of the USSR, oomrade Andrew Vishinsky.
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Investigative Prisons

rhe picture depicting investigations would be incomplete if We had

forgotten to deecrIbe Investigative prisone. Fundamentally, dam are

no other prisons in RUddift except the one's for persona under investi-

gation. Theoretically a penalty of imprisonment exists, but it is

seldom applied and 994 of the inmates are there beoauee of inveetiga-

tions.

In spite of this Russia i thickly covered withnprisons. ISTery

military post has it's place of oonfinement, and almost every large

city has one or more prisons.

There are a few model prisons in Russia, or I would say, extra-

ordinary ones. They are administered in a truly exemplary way. The

famous *scow prison sLabianka l is one of these.. Rules in these prism

are followed severely, but are observed sorapulously as well by the

prisoners as by the prison guards.

A prisoner has the right to play games (dominoes, obese, draughts)

which are supplied by the prison authorities. Gumes of ohanoe, and

especially cards, are strictly forbidden. The prison library supplies

books (one a week), The prisoner has the privilege of buying sundries

and tobacco up to 75 rubles worth a month. Be min writs reqa•ete and.

complaints to the prison authorities,

While in their calls prisoners are not allowed toi speak loulay,.

sing or whistle, approach the window or door, sit or lie on the hod .

luxiag =a lay, do any writing, or poraoliai atix wiptal objevii,

belti, eto. Airing the night the prisoner must sleep with headasbi SIMI

uncovered, and under no oiroumetanoos should a prisOner,unnorsight

bulb from the constantly burning eleotrio lights. 114 is oblige& tin pa..

form all duties assigned by the prison guards,
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itAny infti ment of prison ruled ie threatened with punishment

such ms: solitary oonfinement up to ZO dayu, depending on the offehse,

monetary fines to cover the cost of damaged state property, and_,.	 _.	 _	 _

finally, ordering a new trial if the offense is serious.

rhe most frequent offense committed in prition Lt counter-revolu-

tionary agitation (Art. bd, par. 10). Axe Soviet interpretation of

the inimical idea of agitation is very broad, for example,every.

assertion of fault finding in the USSR structure, or comparison bet-

ween a oapitalist oountry and boviet Aussie which is unfavorable to

Russia, is an offense.

Prison guards are usually unoommunioative. beyond necessary

expressions, they do not engage in oonveruationd with prisoners.

During the coarse of a day I notioed that guards uttered Only 20 or 30

words in conversation with a prisoner. In the event a prisoner is

* called for a hearing, he is a000mpanied by two guards who hold his

hands in the rear.

A complete isolation of . oells exists. A prisoner that is removed

from his cell hasn't the right tommingle with prisoners from other

oell blocks. Daring the °ours, of the daily * hour •x•roises, pri-

soners of one cell are separated from prisoners of other cells by high

walls or fenced in enclosures. The walk is completed in a circle,

singly or in pairs. Talk is prohibited.

There only are a few of the above mentioned prisons in /cassia.

L repeat, these are model, show-pieoe prisons.

In the other bovietnprisone, which can be 'numbered in the thous-

ands, conditions of prisoner treatment present • completely different

pioture. Despite the absolute centralisation of exemitive authority

in Russia, prison rules are not observed equally in different prisons,

although their texts are identioal. All prisons have posted tpremila
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rules for prisoners. Alt interpretation however

bow to local conditions and to the individuality of the prison warden,

as well as the oonv•nienoe of the prison administrators.

Old prisons built by the osar are used as investigative prlsonu.

The number of these old prisonu was entirely inadequate for the boviet

system, uo they are using other etruetures also, •uoh uS, cloisters,

ohuroheu, inutitutions,sohoolu, and new structures especially built.

as prisons by the N.011.

Primitive arrangements, lack Of an adequate sewage system and

water-supply, dampness, and bug infestation oonetitute a oharaoteristio

attribute of these buildings whioh are surrounded by high wall provided

with turrets, where armed guards hold watoh.

Prisons are normally built in the eller) of a huge several storied

nave, presenting tier upon tier of cells. A.stron net of rope is hung

between floors to. thwart would-be suicides from plunging to the stone

foundation of the nave.

Oelle are looked on solid kesspa hasps and looks. Within •soh

well is found a small night stand in *hioh the prisoner places his

wooden bowl and utensils, a Pail or pitoher for drinking water, and

a covered buoket for excrement which is .taken out twio• • day daring

the time prisoners are Ismil het out to the water-closet. Beds boasting

straw or shaving mattresses are found in some prisons, but not in all.

A small barred window is set very high and is usually oovered from the

outside with a metal or wooden casing which when opened, allows 8..111411

TiOW of
	 Oalla that aro disnimnntsa for ataildran	 II.  An

not have this casing.

The possibility of visiting a prisoner under investigation is very

slim and depends on the investigating Judge. a. prisoner is permitted .

one parcel of food or clothing a month. Of course, that is subjeot to

• it
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revision. Prilliere are allowed to write onfiketter a month. ghee.

privileges oan be limited or taken away by the investigating judge.

prisoner under investigation receives a daily ration of: 40
4-,

ounces of bleak bread, 2/3 ounce of sugar, uesIdes three daily meals.

Thee. meals consist of: breakfast - cup of warm water dyed by the _use

of bread °rusts or dried fruit extracts to the color of teas dinner -

one pint of thin soup and u none too full spoon of barley, : ht -

one of the dinner diuhea, either soup orItwley. After sentenoe has
•

been pronounced, the prisoner gets an additional ration of 3 °wives

of broad and 1/8 ounce of sugar.

livery ten days, a prisoner should have a bath and have his olothes

disinfeoted. At the same time hair and boards are trimmed, but shaving

is prohibited. Baeh prison should have it's own laundry, and bed linen

should be changed every ten days. rhis is not practiced due to the

.overcrowded conditions of the prisons, and sanitary measures are per-
.

formed in a frolaxee,tempo onoe a month or even less often. Personally

I did not receive a change of underclothes in 8 months, that is, after

they were completely worn out.

As a rule, Soviet prisons are unbelievably crowded. Arrests fill

the prisons beyond their foreseen capacity. Oen. that were built for

one prisoner freqmently hold 0 to 20. Prisoners aotaally sleep on the

floor, feet to feet, and if 'Ipso' is lacking, they take turns sleeping,

either sitting or standing till it's their tarn to sheep. Prison ropy

lations do not mention area stimaards or *abseil for each prisoner.

nwer,"10■4+4m domorm1oaft40 	 11.4■4■■ ■■ ■■■■■■■
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The over-crowding of prisons and the continuous stench breed lioe

ant ether insiote, which result in frequent spidemios of typhoid fever

an& bloody tiarrhoon.

livery large prison has it's kespitak, most always kept clean it's

• • ••"'	 l' .• 	 •



true, but di gitate of adequate medioal eupplebe. Means of treatment

are primitive, frequently the only medication available being aspirin

or iodine.

2he relationship of pristIt4nArdt to the prisoners is non-uniform.

In Keneral, they are indulgent towarda ordinary orimlnale and minors,

and are ruthless in regard to l oounter-revolationists'. Common orimInA

are separated from the political prisonere and have almost no oontaot

with the 'Weritern Plague'.	 -,*

A thick web of rilirD confidante exists in every prison. These oon-

fidante not only inform on their fellow prisoners, but very often Act

as inatigators and sometimes appear in oourt as witnesses for the often

The time spent in investigative prisons is not pre-determined. It

all depends on developements and progress of investigation. A common

oriminal.spends less than 6 months in this prisoi. A political prison.:

rarely spends less than 1 year, and I have met prisoners that have been

under investigation for 3 or 4 years. I pereonally spent 14 maths in

this type of prison, 8 months of which were in solitary oonfinom•nt.

gvery prison has it's lookup. This is a 'prison within • prison'.

It is a small oell 6' by 4', and is usually built under the prison. Tho

only utensil is a Wicket for excrement. Dampness and infestation is

more prevalent then in the reguiar cells. The ode window is covered wil

sheet metal punotured for ventilation. It is never heated so that is

the main factor causing the death of many prisoners. During the ami.y. a-

heavy gloom pervades, and a strong electric light burns all night. The

only sustenance Riven a Prisoner in solitary is 12 onnoes of bread. ant

1* pints of warm water three times daily. The water his tobe &ma in.	 ,
the presence of the guard. The _prisoner has only the el•thea he wears

and is even denied a handkerehiefl If • prisoner classes a Aiiitarbaase

or b•oomes violent, he is restrained with a strait jaoket.
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- %c.,	 803.itary honfinsmont is meted oat as paniahment for infringement of

piison regulations, or on the recommendation of the invostigator as a

• ';•1`nrrrr314)yriliK4117,TRIRRIrlirrt4rlitli7Re7V 1

repriial	 to ocinfeaair-,7-iii-d	 other realsoiii.. 1-spent 20

00nuenutive days in oonfinement (in Feb.) for / Staging an anti-Soviet

demonstration' whioh consisted of refusing to eat in order to foroe the

judge to hasten the investigation and to announce the acousation.	 he

20	 •effeot of-this	 day fast' was complete wealgiess and inapility to.'walk•
under my own power.

• • -
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Judicial Channels

At the close of un inveeti4ation4wthe accused is informed (Art.

200 coo), and lu given a form that he id obliged to sign. 2hie form

lists all irtLoleu and paragraphs of the oriminal oode on which hinge

the aocusationu of the Investigators.

fhe normal course of action at the close of an	 18 the

act of aocusation which Is given to the acoued a few days before the

trial. Sxoeptions are made in instances mentioned in the following

Arts, of iart VII of the coo:

"Art. 466. Investigations in the affairs of terroristic organiza-

tions and terrorietio acts aimed against the worker's council

(Art. 58 par. 8 and 11 oo.) should be oompleted within 10 days."

"Art. 467. The accusation writ is presented to the sac:mead 24 hours

before trial".

flirt. 468. Tr%als are oonducted without i carticioatiom of bOth aide 

"Art. 469. No grievanoe for a court of appeal or pleas for clemency

are allowed".

"Art. 470. The death sentence is oarrieu out immediately after the

verdict is read".

The monstrosity of Art, 468 lies in the probability of it's being

the only one of it's kind in the history of law. The foundation of it's

existence is based on the bill passeu J40. 1, 19.34 and published immed-

eately after the murder of Alexander Kirow, committed that sane tay by

a little known youth named Nikolajew. Many ituesians are of the opinion

that this murder was arranged by Stalin who was looking for a pretext to

destroy right and left wing oppositions in the party.. The faot le that

Nikolajew committed suicide right after the murder, ant ilk was never

established as to who he actually was.

• • • "...*•.11.p01,110... *40	 .„„kg
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Thdi *A eusation is prepaVed 	 **the prosecutor. 2o bias aoouee

remains the possibility of defense, having had a publio defender assivned

to him. lie can hire a _private oounsellor if he has any material-means.

*le defense attorney aoquainte himself with the oaee and oan demand to

see his olLent.

fhe ooLupetenoy of the court depends on the type and mailman puni-

shment of a crime. •Yourt procedure on the average is very.t3hort. . Yor

example, in May and June of 1941, there were many oases -before the

people's.00urt oonoerning hooliganism (Art. 74 oo). ihis 'hooliganism?

oonsisted of the usage of a curse commonly used in Aussie' offensive to

motherhood (yielding to doubts as to motherhood's virtues). From the

moment of arrest, to the verdict of one year imprisonment, the time

elapsed was usually 12 hours.

A more serious offense, mainly a politioal one, is handled by die-

triot oourts in a normal procedure (accusation, defense, and verdict), 0:

by the L'pedal Jollege (08S0) which pronounce sentence in absentia in an

administrative manner. The prosecutor ohooseb either one of the two

institutions.

In prnotioe, that depends on the findings of the investigation. Tht

district courts reoeive only those oases that do not present doubts as t(

the guilt of the accused. All others are handled by the opse.

political prisoner has only these two roads open, the district courts Or

the 0360. There is no third road. It never happens that anyone under

suspicion of 'counter-revolutionary activities' is freed.

Under these circumstances, the defending attorney limits himseli la
political oases tot a) facilitating • reunion with the prisoners family,

b) in his speedh, saying in offset, that although the prisonert is a

great sinner in regards to the Soviet, he has hopei of reform, 11) pri■

venting an appeal, and d) in the event of a death mentanoe, he presents

•
ft plea for clemency.
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'row the maxim of Lenin, _written in gold ettere and hung in eaoh

oourt, (laws are tools of the proletariat and working clauses) arises

the already mentioned :Joviet judioial relativeium and it's stamp is

plaoed on every verdiat JO that that principle 18 found even In court

procedure. Not only jurists, but also laymen present at trialu must

observe that similar to inveutigation e , the court does not seek the

truth, it only wants a confession of guilt from thk aoouse .d. EOM indi-
•

aoriminating this can be.uxwm—ban be attested by the exalulee from the

notorious Moscow proaeoltions at which time the accused confessed to

things that were physical impossibilites, S.g. the avouseu David Anti-

oated the place of meeting the already deceased Trotsky in a Norwegian

hotel, Nathan Lurie received instruction in 19c2 from the still unfound4

Gestapo, and in 1.9.52 iermann conspire with a siussian emigrant that had

been dead since 1925. A similar oonspiraoy with this deceased person

had been confessed to by professor Aamein, and Piatakow flew from Berlii

to Oslo with u phantom. The /courts didn't question any of thee.

confessions.

Trials drag on for many days, witnesses for the prosecution and fo:

the defense are questioned, the prosecuting and defense attorneys have

their say, but the voice of the state prosecutor predominates. "me

court is the tool of the proletariat and working citizen" and not of,

justice.

steprosentative trials of undoubted oases of organized, armed mount

revolution, terror, sabotstge, etc., are from time to time held publiclyi

They are no6bing more thaa dcmcv'atreati‘,.. nynnatro;nria 	 Military tribumai

district, or appellate courts usuallynorganike them. 2he proaeoutor's

voice uomlnatee, his speech is usually of a political nature, and'is mol

suited for an auditorium rather than a court-room. After the Mosoow

experience, Soviet courts avoid organized public trials if there is any
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doubt us to the guLlt. or thu aoouuod.

from observations of further prosecuLlonb that gook plt..:0

la 1935 with the result that all- fOlipotTatidn inalde the Party (4.1nbvIew,

• Juoharin, Ltyow, tadot, Piat:ikow) and the army Ceuhaozowbk:,

Uborew1oY., ork, Kldumann, Feldman, Promako ,A, Putaa) wau coa.p-

lately deutroyec, we can draw our oonclubions about the techniques bet

up uy propaganda prooeseee. oo should ask ouroolvea what te the aim

of_thib process. Is It ci	 for l influeacint; other waxering membere of

the community' which lb discubsed in .x.rt. 9 oo.? If so, in what cente?

To frighten the disobedient iu, and was, u me-xim of Awssiun Judi-

cature. That is how we understand this l influenoing wavertnè members of

the oommunity'. It cannot be forgotten that just us for centuries courts

have been the tool of the czars, they are more so tools of the proleta-

riat authoritees, and to be truthful, tools for btalin.	 he propaganda

process also has many other aims. One fundtmental is to influ snoop

public opinion as to who is responsible for all the misery which is

tumbling down on the boviot Union. his statement can be better illus-

trated through the conorete example from the prosecution of nadek (Jan.

1937) during which tiale the accused Lifszyo recited in one breath, that

in a five year peribd (1932036), hir was responsible for 10,3b0 railroad

aooidents, or 6 per day. The (marts actually treated this recital as

proof of evident repentance, but the nation finally learned who shoulders

the blame for sabotage. /A sharp sidelight was my meeting Lifszyo in

Uschioe during 1941, ware ha hcld a good poeiti nn i n tha hnream of

planning, Ltd the head of the otutistioal group, where he wasn't treated

as a prisoner.. I saw him almost everyhday but other than a knowing smile

couldn't learn anythin from iiin/ S imilar confessions can be counted
•

in the hundreds. If they were true, there would have been enough damage

dome to destroy the whole world.
•
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mentioned two of the propaganda prooeuees. The technique used

are as follows:

A notice appears in the‘papere one,day, that a well knowndigtital

Is spreading the Ldeaa of 2rotaky, or that hiu opinions deviate from
0011280

Stalinism, which as we know is one real MIMI of Bolshevik philosophy.

The next day the papers and radio announoe the arrest of the dignitary

on the oharge'of u;ihotage or eapionage. 2hen the names of hie compa-

nions, who have alb° basa,Atrested, are released. Newepapers, radio,

films, and agitatoru use great pressure againHt the people's enemies

and a large worker'e gathering demands the eevereet punishment for the:

This pressure lastseo long until the investigators have 'prepared' the

aooused for a publio confession before the courts. First then is the

date for a real public trial announced. It often 000ure that crowds OJ

workere stage demonstrations against the accused before the court build

ing. At the beginning of the trial, the aooased requests the dismiss.).

of counsel, since they only hinder them in their avowals of guilt. Th4

court grants their request, and now the aooused have full freedom for

their self aoousations, which they fervently perform.

Should the accused show no signs of remorse his trial is held

behing oloseu doors, whioh is exaotly what happened during the proseou-

tion of luchaohewski and other generals.

It sometimes happens that a district or appelate court will free

someone mentioned in a collective accusation. If it is a political

nen,IRmtimn i he iH returned to orison and his records are turned over

the 0830. 2he 0330 has never found anyone to be not guilty.

Many °Moen:: of the NACYD can be found in the judges ranks. Often

they do not take the trouble to change uniforms but leave the investi-

ting hearings and go directly into the court rooms.

• At the end of the trial, on the . reoommendations of the prosecutor,
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the verdiot is read to the auoused.

After the verdict 16 read, the prisoner does not return to the cel:

he occupied daring the inveetigutiaff.. lie,is taken to a cell 000apieu

°I:her sentenued prisoners where, reglIrdlees of any appeal he may have

made, he awaits transportation to a corrective labor camp.

A prisoner that reuelves s death sentence is taken to he death

cell. It is "ohuraCteristio that should a priuoner refuse to sign . a wri.

of appeal, the prison autber?tiee try to force his signarture. If he

persists in his refusal, the public, defender issues one on his behalf.

The organization authorized to grant appeals is the USSR bupreme Ooanoi

It is not known However, why the prisoners always say among themselves

"I wrote_a plea to Stalin".

The prisoner awaits a decision of life or death for about 3 months

Is it a formality, or a wish to definitely smother any remaining oppo-

sition in a prisoner sentenoed to die?

Legal Procedure - if it can be so called - in matters determined b;

the OSSO are seen in a different light. as it had been mentioned prev-

iously, the OSSO is called to handle politioal prisoners whose guilt is

in doubt, especially those that had been released by district courts.

The OSSO handled 5/6 of the political oases. This doesn't only greatly

lighten the work of boviet oourte, but it is also a perfectAsamoullags'

for the NZI11) since the findings of the OSSO are never published.

(nevertheless almost eveyyone knows of them).

Procedure is very simple.

After the investigation and/ writ of aocusation are completed, the

records of the entire procedure are forwardeu by the investigators to

the Len Special College in Moscow. After a few weeks or months have

elapsed, the prisoner is oalled to the office or maybe only to the prisc

corridor where aianon-oommissioned officer of the IMO or a civilian
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Kinds of Punishment

The name 'community proteotion measures' emanates from the qoad-

ehing conception of guilt indcpendent from infringing on objective rule

but damagingo one category of individuals.in relation to interests of

a proletariat state. Iv. e .tisoke of that earlier.

Soviet juriudiotion interpretes orime as being a oharaoteristio of

a certain category of people who stand guilty due to their existence as

individuals 'dangerous to the community'. In relation to them there.

fore, it is necessary to adapt 'community protection measures'.

Defining punishment as a l oommanitynproteotion measure' also Stems

from the desire of investing Soviet justioe with a humanitarian sembe.

lanoe. The adjective 'oommunal' is repeated often in the criminal code

Soviet jurisdiotion does not differentiate between transgressions,

violations or crimes, but calls them in general 'acts dangerous to the

community', anyway, after these words appears the definition 'offense'.

in paranthesis.

The elimination of the word 'punishment' from the original edition

of the code also had as it's aim the stressing of the proteotive-adu-

°att ye or humanitarian character of the measures adapted in relation ta

an offense. But already in the resolutions of the Xxeontive Oentral.

Committee and the USSR People's Commission Counoil, beginning with the

resolution or Mely u, 19j4 vu aakklawaratisw ttsa law aWat atata OrZiraa;

with articles on treason, instead of using the term v oommunitgr protect-

ion measure' which has a v judioial oorreotive characteristic' the term

'punishment' (nakazanlje) is used.

Ind so, a 'community protection measure' is.....pnniehmenti

•
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The Soviet criminal ()ode mentions a few typea of community pro-

tection measures which Wive a ljudioiul-oorrective character' as:

1. lose of politionl rielts -

E. oonfleoaLlon or property

3. publication ua an enemy of the worKer

4. deportation to the remote regions of L'iberiu

6. lose of freedom through:

a) imprisonment

b) location in a 'corrective Ia por camp'

6. publication au an enemy of the worker and exile from the USSR

7. death before a firing equad.

It would be right to also mention the punishment of 'disappearance

It isn't mentioned in the criminal code and it is doubtful that this

punishment is mentioned in the 'special ordure' regarding the legality

of the NJOID. It is one of the forms of judgihient outside the court.

People that are inconvenient to the regime but who enjoy national popu-

larity disappear quietly and without trace from the horizon of boviet

life. The USSR oitizens have become accustomed to this. When all

talking and writing about Litvinov stopped in 1939, questions about him

were answered by the huesians with a charucteristic gesture from whioh

it became clear that this dignitary shared the fate of seeds that have

been picked up by the winds. It isn't a secret that Admiral Urlov,

Marshal Bluoher and many others 'vanished' in an unexplained way and

from this it seemed apparent tnat Litvinov uhared LhelY rata.	 a--
AOMA

as Litvinov is concerned however, the people were mistaken. Ke was

Still active in hussian politics.

Loss of freedom through sentence to • corrective labor camp is most

often adapted.

Confiscation of property, loss of politioal rights and publication
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as an enemy of the worker are applied ue puniahment in addition to loas

of liberty or death before a tiring aquud.

Death before a tiring equadw.ie the higheat means of community

protection, likewiae publioation ua an enemy of the workera and exile

fro.o tho

AEI 1. have previoualy mentioned, Lhia laat menaure of communal

protection is not generally adapted and boviet judioial history knowe

onLy U few inetanoes f the 4pplioation of-this paragraph. One thinE

ta oert q tn - if thla puniaftment were upplieU it would be received by

994 of the Convioted not ail a puniehment but Us the highest rewarc.

The criminal code, with strong rules, atipulated the boviet boundaries,

and propaganda aueerts that oo$plete isolation of the nation from the

rest of the capitalistic world is one of the beet guarantees of national

defenses

How does the execution of different types of punishment, namely

execution, exile, and detention in a corrective labor camp eeen.ito

appear in daily life?

Art. 9 c.o. atates that:

"Uommunity protection measures oannot have as their goal phyeioal

suffering or the lowering of personal dignity, nor do they have the

power to fine or punish".

Apart from the fact that a measure for communal protection ie

oalled a penalty, oonsequently if we tried to apply uniform terminology

we would get suoh noneenee as - penalty does not have the power Vo

penalize', - we will demonstrate that the above cited art. 9 o. of ie

only a hollow, although pretty, jingle.

1.1	 • wlauielo4gpleill.4.0#
_ -	 •	
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Death cells

A prisoner condemned to daath lu pluced in the death cel:.. In

principle, he hau a cell to hinwelf. Do4b1e-1ocked dooru, bolidly

secured windows, and addition guards preclude dreams of eucape.

least once a day the priuoner can expect an inupection by the guards.

This inspectionlis tO safeguard against escape or suicide.	 very two

minutes the 'Judas' window id opened. The guard observe watchfully.

Rvery creak of a door, or every time a prisoner is removed from

his cell to the corridor oan be - death. The nights are espeoially

nerve wracking. Inspections of cells usually takes place daring the

night. The oondemned never knows but that this time the guards maybe

taking him to the place of execution. I don't know if it is a general

practice or only the 'private initiative' of the guards, bat freauently

the guards arrange their 'joke' during the night by purposely stopping

near the death °ells and raising their voices so all the prisoners can

hear one ask another: 'is it-this cell or the next one'.

I had 000asion to hear this every night, and that not only ones,

but many times. I spent 8 months in a cell adjoining the death cells.

An appeal for clemency is handled through liosoow. The usual length

of time spent in waiting for a reply is not less than 3 months. Ths

psychical agony, gTows with each day of waiting.

fteoutions take place in a prison cell, usually an underground one.

• rubber ball is placed in the oond•mned man's lips and he is shot

through the baok of the head at close range. Gags were brought into use

after the executions followinguthe Moscow prosecutions to prevent any

protesting shouts by the oontlemned. Many Soviet political prisoners

state the Tukaosowaki shouted *Awn withtyranny? Long live Communion!"

before his execution.
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The author of this work had the opportunity to observe oonteMned

persons immediately after the writ of ,olemenoy had been read to them.

These persona were unable to give their pamee, their arms and4lege

trembled, and their teeth ohattered as though theynwere suffering an

attack of malaria. These had been awaiting death or olemenoy for. 95

days: One was my partner in arrest And had refused to sign a plea for

clemency. A.nplea . had been sent in his name however, to the boviet Hie

24 114 :44tt: A	 Ac.si *ezaraftitlA

in any event and yet he suffered a complete breakdown while marking ti

in the death cell.
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Deportation

The penalty . of deportation-is-a:carry-over from the times of the

czar. by keeping thiu penalty the :,oviet government had in mind not

only the separation of criminal elements, those not giving a pledge of

loyalty, and the soum opposing the political trend of the country, uut

also the .colonizing.of Siberi,. Jeportation iu one way /or untangling

a difficult national problem. Siberia today presents a highly..00lorful

mosaic of nationalities consisting of deported groups of 'nationalists'

from the Ukrain, Poland, Orman, eta. There is also no shortage of

Chinese, Koreans,.and Japanese, creating a veritable tower of babel whio

isn't threatening to the USSR since the NICVD foments unofficial race

hatred and prejudices whioh conforms to the so mnproletarian device:

divide et lmpera.

Materially speaking, the government benefits in two ways: it prote&

iteebf from unwanted classes and it profits through exploitation of them

classes for necessary labor. Siberia As the Soviet Arotio, and the

boundless expanses of boviet Uentral Asia, hide within themselves a vast

natnral wealth and the only way for the governmentnto avail itself of

this wealth is to populate these areas. It is a well known fact that

deportation does solve this problem completely. Sxperienoe shows that tb

natural increase of deportees is lowered to a disadvantageous degree.

This is due to climatic changes, unusually severe 'tying conditions, and

the large number of deaths among women and ohildre, so much so that this

is a deciding disadvantage to the rest of the political population of the

remote Raesian.regione. These circumstances do not tend to decrease the

number of deportees since the first aim of this act is to separate

unwanted classes as a community protection measure, from the rest of the

community.

■•• •
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The MD handles the deportation problem on a Goals that suspense'

. anything done in the time of the °tare. Voluntary emigration often Lek'

plays. Only e. formality_makee it voluntary. It happens that just Seto:

boarding the train, the deportees receive a declaration of voluntary

emigration for signing which states that they are leaging of their own

free will. 2hie brought about a new phrase in hassia: voluntary depar.

tation. 'Voluntary' beoaaye deportee is leaving of hi* own free

will and 'deportation' because he aotnally must leave. Fundamentally

no one resists the persuasion of the IIKVD to this 'voluntary' emigratiol

fornit is clear that if theynrefase to leave they will be issued deoreel

foroing them into exile. They would rather be voluntary emigrants than

compulsory ones for the phight of the latter is a great deal worse •in04

all their activities undergo aloes observation by the /MU and they ale(

.lose all political rights.

The remote regions of Russia are now inhabited by a large mass of

voluntary and compulsory emigrants. Their material oonditione are the

same. As pioneers of Russian civilization theynare oblige to build new

colonies in the Siberian wilderness, to begin- everything from scratch

with only the primitive tools given them. Tailors build houses, meoha-

nice oaltivate the land, and women dig .ditches for drainage. That is th

picture of the material wealth of the deportees. Those who after a few

years are still alive vegetate in pitigal farms or in collective houses.

They labor in cooperativeeaorganized by themselves or, if this happens t

be an industrial camp, in minew or in factories, and when their ranks ax

thinned out by death a new party of deportees comes in which is a little

more lnoky canoe they oome to a place 'all ready preparedli

Their way of life can beet be atteeted to by the exietance of a

system of trade. Money has practically no value. A shirt imaximszint may

-be traded for a soak of potatoes, used or horn underwear for a lamp wiolt

Ate:	
thw, A 4...411Atopkaioir:codo.b.	 MIRK.- Al 04.4 , k •	 v■ mkt. ---"t!a41‘ „
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If the center •Buropean Auuuia, MOubow its., feels the dearth of

essential artiolea, if apeoulation - even though it ib unmercifully

hounded - flourishes there on u scale not fbund in hill oapita1tat10-

oountry, how oun goods be uhipped over the truekleee Siberian trots.

So that there wouldn't be any misunderutunding let me etate that the

rolling stook of the Sovietnis very good but it isn't adequate enough t(

serve the 21 million Kilometers of the USWi. For this reason the new
••

oolontes are forgotten and their needs are plaoed on the bottom of the

list for may appropriations. Only one thing comes regularly - props-

ganda. froteotive measures have the task of euuoation. In labor vamps

and in oolonies Soviet propaganda strives to convert the deportees into

enthusiastic Bolsheviks and followers of the leaohings of Stalin.

A few comparisons and the daily papers can attest to the huge numb4

of political Bolshevik deportees.

Over a period of 66 years, 1823..1887, tho (sitarist government de..

ported about 693,000 persons to biberia. from 1939 to 1941 the Bolshevi

government deported from occupied eastern Poland, which was Iks in the

'Ourson line / , 1,692 thousand persons from which 990 thousand were sohe-

duled for emigration. (These figures are from the official publication

of the Polish authorities who are opposing Communism)

During the building of one port on the Black boa the MD deported

40 thousand persons with 24 hours for 'strategic reason',

Jot too long ago official Soviet sources disclosed the liquidation

of the autonomous Bepublios of .Umi t Oreimean tartary, Xibardynk and

Zmionyk,
fan	 ■ ■■•■•■1■4.41■■ ■0■ ■■•■ ...4114■■ ■■■■1I■rouse rulyuaLium wa% ft wohnuomw.ohou v...	 AIIPW M.11.4.-ILAAJAA

majority were deported to Siberia. .

It is not definitely known where the million people of the republic

of Tannu-Tuve had been deported in the last year. (1948)
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JEL22KIA IV

2runsportation

rhn most, oommou P oommunity proteoLlon measure' 18 the oorreoLlve

l q bor camp (Isprawitielno Trudovoj Lagier,). Before I relate the _living

oondiLlono in these °amps It would be bettor Lo become aoqualnted with

tho LochntUoe of Lransporttne the aoouseu from prison to Lhe Labor uam.

fhe most oomwon means of transportation 18 travel by rail. 12he

prisonero ure"crought to the station in pri8on vehicles or if there

soarolty of ours, they ...0„ro-l forceu to march to the depot. ..fter the

columns have been formed in front of tne prison, the transportation

officer (usually an NKTD man) warns the prisoners with the following:

/March one step backward for every two forward steps. The escorting

guards have orders to shoot without prejudice'. This meane, in effect,

that one false step is reason enough for the escort to use fines. In

every instance where he marching oolumns halt, the prisoners ars forcel

to sit on the ground without regard to mud, sand or snow. Under no

oiroumetances oan a prisoner stand up without first being commanded to

rise. liesidea guards, military dogs which are descendants of Alzao

wolves, help watch the prisoners. These measures are always used in

oases of marching prisoners,

Soviet Aussie is probably the only oountry in the world that uses

special prison oars in railroad transport. These prison oars retain till

name of (Stolypinka' from the osarist reign and differ from the ordinar

railroad oars in having barred windows, hazy instead of clear window

panee, and instead of ordinary walls a metal grill is used. The . guards

remain in narrow corridors whioh enables them to watch the aotivities ol

the prisoners. Sinoe the number of these oars ie limited, they are
usually attached to passenger or freight trains.

The principle means of transporting lags groups of prisoners (sood



2000 persons) are covered vane fitted with primitive weaeureb for huwan

use. lwo rows of wooden beds on different levels serve as bleeping

plaoes and a email hole in the floor fittea with a tin pipe Lb laecl for

sanitary purposes. In the winter months a Liman iron stove in the cente

of the van provides the prisoners with a little warmth. On the platforu

of each van stands a guard. Aaseperate van is used by the staff con-

sisting of the commandant an NACVD man, his assistant, a non-commissioned
..)

mesa officer, a sanitary officer and the rest of the transport crew

including doge trained to trail humane. ,

The individual convoy guarde are lined by telephone to the van of

the commandant and with each other. In the event of damage to the tale..

phone equipment the guards use a bell alarm by pulling the oord that is

strung near the ceiling of each van.

During the night the way to lighted by flares fired every few

minutes and while passing through fields or forests the flares are fired

one a•ter another.

While the convoy .halts, the walls and floors are pounded with woods

mallets to ascertain whether or not they have been weakened in an effort

by the prisoners to escape.

•
In transit the daily ration for the prisoners is about one pound of

bread or * pount of biscuits, one herring or other sallted or *milked

fish, and each should receive about 2/3 ounce of sugar. However the

sugar is usually kept by the men in charge of the convoy, A.000rding to

orders each prisoner should receive one hot meal at least every, third

day. In general practise however, these orders are not followed. I

traveled as a prisoner a few times. One of these tripenlasted more than

a month and I didn't have a single warm meal daring the entire trip.

The greatest agony endured is thirst. The guards issue one or two

buckets of water daily to (men van holding about 60 persons. It doesn't
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	 •,0 Very far and Li the oaaae of frequentnfights or even death among the

prisoners. If the transport is daring the winter months many prisoners,

tormented by thirst, liok the hoar-frost formed on the iron fixtures of

the van. There oan be no mention of washing or other bourgeon devioes,

This is the typioal transportation of prisoners. There may be some

slight variations fsom the a000ant given. In the event of a partioa-

larly heavy use of transports, the oonditions are maoh worse sinoe the

vans are loaded with twio4..., a.3,many persons and it often happens that

many persons saffooaie dai to the laok of ventilation, especially daring

the summer months.

•
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Deportation Prisons

The first stage of deportqtion are the deportation prisonb. 	 ii

a pointnwhere prisoners are massed together for the purpose of organikinl

convoys for transport to individual camps. .ehere are several of these

points in Russia. They are centrally located to be able to handle a

certain number of prisoners. These prisons receive and discharge a fee

thousand persons daily.	 _)

After the prisoners leave a train they are taken in prisonvane, or

man* on foot, to the deportation prison. This usually takes plaoe at

night. The NIVD cares about appearances and strives to do everything in

seoret. It isn't at all unusual for Russian prison vans to seem to be

passenger busses. Drapes and curtains (aio)) present a good illusion.

The inside however, is completely darkened and strongly safeguarded.

After alighting from these oars the prisoners are taken to be questioned

after whioh they bathe and have their olothes:disinfeoted. Depending on

the prisoner's luck he his quartered in a cell, or if the prison is over

crowded (and they usually are) he is quartered in the hall, in the 'oft,

on the stairs, or even in the prison yard. In Nov. of 1940, together

with about 6,000 other prisoners, I spent J weeks in the prison yard.

for the first time since his arrest does a political prisoner mingli

with criminal convicts.

It is also noted that from the time of confinement in a deportation

prisons the prisoner lives by the rules of the jungle, the right of our..

vival in an enclosure. from this time on survival will be the prisoner:1

one aim during transport • and in slave labor oamps.
The administrators of these prisons keep an index of camps needing

laborers and as soon as a large enough group is assembled they are organ.

ized into a convoy for further transport. Per this reason a prisoner nal
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be in a deporltion prison a few hours or a it months, This depends on

*hether transportation isuready for a oortqin group or whether a definite

quota hasn't been filled and they ha/e to wait for another shipment of

prisoners. Frequently a long period of waiting in a deportation prison

is due to faulty adwInietration. In short, a prisoner may be forgotten,

his papers lost, or the papers may have been included through error with

those of another transport. J2here is a sealed envelope breach prisoner

oontaining the records of the ,trial and the oharacteristios of the pri-
•

Boner. The outside of the envelope carries a photograph of the prisoner,

personal data, the o.c. .art. number, and the length of the sent•noe: The
an

envelope is opened only at the labor camp. If it happens that ica enve-

lope is erroneously sent with the wrong transport, the prisoner remains

at the deportation prison until the authorities unoover the error.

Deportation prisons are the beginning of the real torture of • pri-

soner. bleeping on bare floors, stone steps, or in the rain or snow mad

the skies, stench and lack of space, the complete ignoring by the autho-

rities of even the most primitive hygienic installations, the constant

threat of being stripped to the skin 14 degenerate juvenile criminals and

the brutality of the prison guards - all itivittly oppose the nicely worded

CO art. 9% "Oommunity prOtection measures cannot hage as it's goal the

physioaA discomfort or the degradation of human dignity 	
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0H;LPTRA VI

Separation Camps

Yrom deportation prisons the prisoner is sent by rail to ti beptirelti(

oamp• The conditions of travel are the same as those prwviously mentione

In the ag event that the separation ()enter 18 too distant fro ,.4 a railrohd

trantiportation by barge, ship, auto or marching Is brought into use4

Usually however, theae separation centers are in the vioinity of a. rail-

road right of way or at it,.. ,10erminals. I had the Ilutk.o become acqu-

ainted with all modes of travel.

Separation centers are, just as deportation prisons, points of or-

ganizing prisoners sentenced to oonoentration camps in specific regions.

Labor camps are organized in naseia according to 'systems'. 2hese eyateu

are usuaally within the boundaries of the individual countrieb or regional

•h. Separation center serves one or more of these systems.

•	 Zhe labor oamps send their employee requirements to a separation

center and, depending on the number of peruona in the camp, the separatio

center organizes a convoy for transport to the labor camp. .1hese sepa-

ration camps are nothingnmore than a type of slave market. I use the nam

appropriately for it is the most suitable and theaoloseut to the truth.

Row else can you call the general p	 oamps that send special

dslegates whose sole aim is to pick out the healthiest and most efficient

workers. as an example I can cite my own case. I was assigned to a oamp

and was ready for dopurture when an engineer of another camp found out

that I had stated that I was a drilling specialist. He therefore had

arranged with my 'boss' for a trade, giving him another prisoner, a few

packages of cigarettes plus my coat.

Separation camps therefore, function as labor exchanges and regulate

the flow of labor.

The number of prisoners in a separation camp usually is in the tens
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sone beingnieolated from the others by barbed wire. This type of wire

encircles the entire oamp. At 100 yard diatanoes stand high toware 1

from military guards °ailed t Woohry' (Wojennoitt Uohrana - eubjeot to

the /WD) stand a 24 hoar watch. The entire camp le bathed in strong

reflooted light all night. Doge. also help in guarding the pribonerb.

Prtmonere aro, forbidden to loiter near the fenooe, tind anyone found to

olose to the fence 18 lamile.aktely shot.

Prisoners are quartered in barracks, tents, or even under the

skies. Due to the overcrowded oondition of the oamp it is impossible

house all the prisoners in oovered buildings. Nven during the winter

months many prisoners live outdoors, sleeping on the snow covered grow

around oampfirse. All types of prisoners are found in these oamps so

that there is no differentiation between politioal and oriminal offend'

The theory of might over right reigns in these camps. Guards tha.

enter the compound arm themselves with long poles used to disperse a

orowd of criminal offenders that are robbing or even murdering politio,

prisoners and those !from the West'. In many instances houever, these

incidents are overlooked.

Body lice become inseparable companions of the prisoners. It tin

at all unusual then for epidemios to ocoar and the &Lath rate is unu-

sually high. The prisoners dreammof a quick release from these oamps 1

a definite labor oamp %/gore organization and discipline, together with

seizure of disquieting persons, presents a small guarantee of personal

safety and the housing problem is a little more bearable.

. 	 •	 •	 •■1..	 •
a- -	 ~row

• ItOf thousands,	 is neosseitates separating the oamp into zones ) each
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Further transportation for the prisoner, aependinK on the oir.-

cumstances, excluding the railways are: trucks, barges, ships or more

marching.

The routes that are especially dlifloult for the prisoners to

withstand are: a) Kotlas-Vbrkuta, b) Kralinoyarek-Dudinka, (o) Kharkov-
Vladivostok, and d) Bukhts Na4bodka-AOlyma.

Kotlas lies at the point where the Vyohegda and Drina rivers meet.

This is an enormous segregation venter that supplies several oamp

system that exist between the Dvina river and the Urals. The most

easterly system is Vorkutetroj with it's mining operations. The route

Kotlas-Vorkuta is either by land following the course of the Vyohegia
Uses

river, orossingmthe Peohora river, followingtathe yo$ river to it's
source or by water transport using barges over the Drina river to Arch-

angel, then by ship across the White and Barents seas to the &Irma-Mar

port whioh lies at the mouth.of the Peohora river and then by barges up
Usia

the Peohora and 100 rivers.

In the case of travel by land the prisoners are shipped in closed

freight oars or open flat-oars over the newly built railroad leadin to

irorkata. this line was completed in April of 1943. Before it's com-

pletion transportation of prisoners was a000mplished by combining land

marches and water systems. Ilarohing was resorted to all year round

which s000mated for innumerable oases of intense frostbite and eventual

death. Almost every year severe blizzards caused the (loathe of many

transports consisting of thousands of prisoners with convoy. A000rding

to orders damp authorities are dbliged to supply the prisoners that

cross into the polar regions with special uniforms but in general prac-

tice the prisoners are usually clothed in their own outfits. You can
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imagine the plillk of the 40,000 Jews that wellOarrested in Lwow daring

May and June of 1941. The white death reaps a good harvest and is a

oont,Lnnt, oompanton of every Lranuport.

The river route of Kotlas-Vorkuta is a great deal worse than the

Landed route. Al barge holds about 2,000 prisoners jammed into It's hold

They are allowed on deck only during the day and that only with permissil

of the osoort.	 ehts perwtettion Ls granted only for physical conven.lenoel

Zhe lnok of adequate facilitley results in long queues of people standin,

Ln narrow halls for many hours. Even during the night many stand in

waiting-their turn. Many that are unnable to deny nature use a oonven-

Lent corner which further pollutes the air and creates breathing diffi-
II•

oulties. During the night bands of thieves rob their more peaoeful com-

panions, murdering those that give them opposition, arid practice sex

perversions. 2he gwirds do not take any notice of these praotioes since

they share in some of the loot and barter with bread and cigarettes for

the rest of it.

I know that what I have written may seem unbelievable, but we must
•

realize the severe shortage of material in Soviet Russia. Emery scrap

hae a big price on it. Ai. well dressed foreigner cannot count on mercy

from thievee or even administrative personnel who themselves organize or

provoke q tt_Loks on better dressed Westerners. Sometimes political pri-

sonere are capable of banding together and moreir less suovesefally,

defend themselves. In these inetanoes real battles ensue among groups oJ

prisoners and the mortality rate on both sides is high. I had partial-

yvbyvvi. th 4svat each a Nnttla on thin /*nista which reunited in nhnnt RA

deaths and about 100 badly injured persons. Unfortunately the majority

the victims were political prisoners who normally' are unarmed while the

bandits have some sort of weapon, usually a hand mad. knife.

Besides the plague of bandits, the prisoners are tortured by hanger,
i•
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thirst, sioknees, and heat. It seems paradoxical but it'd noverthelsou

true that in the wuters of the North sea, north of the polar circle,

prisoners die en 'mese from heat proutruqon.

The vomplete water trip of 1Cotlas-Vorxutat including stops in tram

camps at AlrchanEel and Nuryun-MUr lasts months. 2his is in udditicn to

the delays met In tho event Lhe 2echoru river lb frozen over In these

cases Lao. ouuort uunnot contact uupply pointu, therefore, in order .t

stretch their food sup21y11,..tUdy further decrease the ulready inadequate

food rutions. In.ithese instunces the muruudinE of the bandits reaches

unheurd of heights. they steal the food of their companions which cause

the death by starvation of these unfortunate people. eorpses are thrown

into the water.

rho route between -,rohangel and Naryan-Mar has still another hazard

Ships frequently sink as a result of storms or icebergs.

The route Ziasnoyarek-Dludinka presents the same picture of the barg

or ships on the Yenieiy river. It IS about 1.500 miles long.

Bukhta Nakhodka, near Vladivoetok, is similar to Kotlas as.a egre-

gation °enter and serves all systems lying beyond the I Amur river, 'Aolyi

Xamohatka peninsula, Sakhalin Island, the district of Yakutok, and

Virkhoyansk, and the ehukotka Peninsula. Maps Speoially equipped ships

ply these many sea lanes, making continuous trips.to the many points

served. Two routes are never to be forgotten by the prisoners. These al

Bukhta Nakhodka-Magaden (on the Okhotsk sea) and Ltukhta Nakhodka- Bering

Strait - Arotio Ocean - and Lower Kolymek.

Magadan is .the seoond segregation point on the rar Aast. It is the

gate to the enormously big territory of slave camps which are densely

situated on both sides of the Zolyma river. Due to the olimatio oondi-

tions, (Verkhoyansk is the ooldsst region in the world), only the hardest

criminals are sent there. In the Soviet mind a sentenoe to that point ie

w
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egaivalent to a oath sentenoe. Me route lets through the Japaniese

and Okhotsk seae. During passage through% the Le Perouse Strait many

prieoneru perieh from suffooation.. This S;ruit lies between the bocha_
a

lin and Yezo Iulands and the Japanese had the opportunity to photograph

Ratistan prison shipa. They were probably quite well informed on th9

number and destination of theee ships. It was the duty of the NZVD to

keep aeoret tho polities of tne biological extermination of ()canter-
.

revolutionary slementa.	 retison all companionways leading to

the decks and all portholes were hermetically sealed before reaching

this utrait to prevent escapee. It had previously happened that pri-

soners Doing released upon deck to use toilet facilities had noted the

nearness of the islands and had jumped overboard. Japanese fishermen

willingly helped them and obtained information from them which oiroum-

stances didn't enter into NM plans, therefore stringent methods Were

put into use which costa number of lives but which made impossible the

divulging of Uoviet information . beiyond it's borders.

Inrther transportaion from Magadan to Ablyma is.lby trucks for a

distance of 300 to 760 miles. Prisoners are forced to sit in cramped

positions one against the other. Talking and movementnis prohibited.

The slightest infractions of the rules ie met by death at the hands of

the guards. This territory is ruliod by the harsh "Kolyma laws" which

permit immediate reaction of the guards who understand only one way to

obtain submission: aimedmshots. It is natural to assume that frostbite

and death are normal ovouranoes under the climatic oonditioni. Upon

reaching the Kolyma river the prisoners are transferred to barges daring

the summer time, but during the winter (which lasts about nine months).,

the journey is completed on foot.

Transportation from Bakhta Makhodka to the Chiohodka Peninwhia

and to Lower KaIyma uses a longer sea lane since the ships have to sail
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Strait and oontend with lolifloes in the Arotko .tb.rough this Be

Ooesn. There 10 no tre.neportation by truolc. The journeys from the

ports to the interior, in many oases several handred miles, is made on
•

foot and the trail as uaual, to strewn with oorpsee.

•

Irt.
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Living Conditions and Labor in Prison Camps

Acoording to 6oviet assumption, a correctional labor camp should

serve as an educational instittiti6n:' - The educational measnree eve labor

and propaganda. Labor is the topmost duty of every citizen and carries

wLth it ennobling qualiLiee so that every prisoner is obliged to perform

either physioal or mental labor, depending on his qualifications and

physical ospabiiitiei.

On entering a labbr camp, each prisoner undergoes a physical exam-

ination to determine his degree of fitness for labor. ?here are five

official classes of adaptability:

1. Nit for all labor

2. Fit for 'moderate labor'.

3. Nit for light labor.

4. Invalid let degree.

6. Invalid End degree.

Special orders opacity the types of work to be performed by eseh

class.

A different commission studies the prisoners' remoras to determine

whet type of work the prisoner did in civilian life ani to separate

the specialists.

In practice however, any recommendations placed in the prisoner's

files by eithe commissions is disregarded and no difference is shown

to the different classes, and speoialistawork with others on 'general

4nhim 2 inhasnstie raboty). The	 atariplaxa fox plaolail 1-417:
the type of offense they are committed for, and the action Of the pore

lesions is only a formality. A political prisoner is seldom allowed to
work inmthe administration offices of the camp which is soosaymimmtho

hands of professional oriminals. The only •sooption to this ittk . 10 ,
„

DO'
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made when no other prisoner can be found to be capable to handle 'this

ft:motion. In this case even Li politioal prisoner may handle affairs

dealing with camp administration.	 ■

An invalid let degree is obliged to do wort inside the oompound.

Invalids 2nd degree are not obliged to work. These rules are fluid and

can be changed by ty administrators øo that an invalid 1st degree is

obliged to perform 25% of the normal daily output while a End degree
..)

invalid is expected to. pfdallti 10A of what a healthy prisoner patsout.

This dasregard of orders and the differenoe between theory and

praotioe is brought about byl a) the speolfio atmosphere of boviet life

whose argument 'everything for the socialistic country of the laborer

and peasant / nullifies the law of personal dignity giving the admini-

strators the authority to practice abases, b) the requirements of the

Soviet party plans which must be oompleted without regard to choice- of

measures used by the manager. Camp authorities, on every rung of the

organisation, have plane forced on them which have to be completed if

they do not want to share the fate of the prisoners they control, and

since the plan can make this possible, they tolerate the maximum exploi-

tation of the prisoners without regard to murderous consecuenoes, with-

out regard to cost.'

• A standard is set by the economic plan. In order to complete this

enlarged plan it is neoessaryiLto set a standard as to what one prisoner

or a brigade of prisoners should do to guarantee completion, or even to

exceed the plan. No one @SOMA to be concerned with the fact that the

set standard is beyond the limit of human capabilities, that the human

organism hold:, a limited amount of energy, that the standard is murder-

ous.

The press and all propaganda stresses the completion of the eco-

nomic plan throughout the entire nation. Asotory and business directors
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of the state adopt by means of professional :rimless the resolution to

take the obligations upon themselves to see that the plan is Completed

beyond the •xpeoted standard. The same th ping happens in labor camps.

.A practice has arisen to aooiptihise resolutions, so that after the

given time limit, widespread justifications for the unfulfilled pro,

gases could be published. Such justifioations could be sent by a dir-

ector of a business that hires it's employees but never by a director ol

a camp using prisoner	 such plans mast be oompleted. If, in

spite of the killing paws set for the prisoners, the plan is not oom-

pleted, the director falsifies the report in order to avoid responsi-

bility for sabotage (irtl 68, par. 14 o a._.). Be turns to this measure

only when the fatalities are so great that he may in turn, be under

suspicion of 'conscious counter-revolutionary sabot 'age'. The position

of a director of a labor camp is extremely diffioUlt, it is always.

' between the hammer and anvil, and is held. for as long as he is able to

carry on an intrigue. A °omission from Moscow very rarely visits a

camp. The direotoi usually hears of an impending visit from trustful

friends employed in the highest echelons of the organization, which

enables him to put the camp into some semblance of order in order to

satisfy the demands of the dignitaries who do not observe many things,

and who choose to ignore a whole lot more.

The weight of the plan falls on the prisoners. Human =Aorta& in

Russia is squandered lavishly, in labor camps prodigally.

The standard of labor is strictly presoribed. The table of stain..

falrea into aenAnnt ATOr thA MihhtA't natailm. Theee tbi

continuously changed to the detriment of the laborer; growing to un-

attainable heights, to the records& heights of e staohonites'. These

records are fraudulently determined. Physically string laborers;

prepared for the test by the camp director Shaving the best tools, the

S. -■•■• 024.4.4 .1"..olilehgra...:.4.0.4.111,1",40.:-. •	 .!•:,•14'.`" • .0'	 '
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beet material,	 the most competent helper! oomplete the etangard

. of labor in a few days, which is enough to set a precedent to inorease

the general binding standard.

In order to for the prisoner to work, the quality and quantity of

food served is in accordance to the pereentage of work performed ac9-

ording to the standard.

The food in different vamps is not the same. It depends on the

place and time. In the Anty,,there were instances when t4e menu was

inadequate and hundreds perished from starvation. A reform took place

in 1938-0, Prisoners that were in oamps at that time tell that during

this period no one had died of starvation. Rmenmthose that were on

penalising rations existed from scraps off the tables of the staohonites

The year 1940 however, saw a change for the worse and conditions became

so bad that from 1941 deaths due to starvation and emaciation beoam a

oommon and everyday affair.
4

A general rule governing the policy of nourishment is to keep the

people half starved's° that they would exert more energy when promises o:

better nourishment are given. Hanger, in these oases, is a very effect-

ive measure.

There are different degrees of rations. During 1941-43, Northern

Ilnropean Russia had the following list:

Prisoner category

• Loss than 99 of Woodard an
Eat degree invalids

Daily Rations
bleak

About 13 ounces of bread and tidos

daily	 pts. thin soap (400 grams)

. 1004.114% of standard and offioe	 lbs bread, morning - thin soup.

clerks	 • noon - 2 os white bread, •vening..

thin soup, bowl of barley.

115■120. of standard operations

	

	 Same as above plus f lb bre

sME ot. aokst•
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administrative Oreonnel

Aft
Same a jlibove plue I la. mare

;

bread, 000neetonally some meat,

an, vegetable oil.

Less than :53'4 of standard	 9 oz. of bread and twice datly

and dtsotplinary oases	 pabbage or out soup, practically

nothing more than wLter.

In 1942, probably due to.Z04,1151.r, the food rations, partibularly bread,

suffered an abrupt 40,i) deoreaue.avith the result that a large peroentLge

of prisoners began to die at a rapid pace. Certain camps that were

doing war work (extraction of naptha oil, gold mining, building of

underground and above ground hangars, eta.) felt only a small decrease

of rations, but the souls of labor and hours inoreneed. Svidently this

increase was !voluntary' as a result of a spontaneous resolution by

some prisoners who wanted to contribute their efforts for their beloved

Stalin and party. Those prisoners in the polar regions were fed a

little better than those farther to the bouth. In this respect the all-

powerful authorities created unusual pictures. eg . two camps, lying

about 2 klms. (1 1/3 miles) from each other, doing the same work, and

having the same scale of labor receive different rations beauties one is

in the polar circle and the other is outside the circle.

Practically speaking, the increase in physical fitness brought aboul

by a better diet does not compare with the increase of effort and the

calories expended in labor completely cancels the caloric increase of the

r111.4..	 	
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• emaciation. For this reason the more sensible prisoners do not attempt

to increase their efforts at such a heavy price and if they cannot gain

better welfare conditions through various subterfuges, they only expend

enough energy so as not to be accused of sabotage. They have a valid
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'reason for thill/for they know that whether My are ethohonites oT not,
the same fate awaits them - slow death by starvation.

Workers that oomplotod more than 125io of the soale had the right to

buy between two rind three hundigitit''.prams of bread and t	 The:

he.d Liao rteht, but riot always the possibility. The lack of fate Trap fel

by all strata of sootety and the guards, just as the prisoners, were

I imited t) m oortatn amount of fat.

2r1Honers that refustcI9_,Iwork (otkaz) are sent to thp lock-up.

ystematio refusal V.) work results in an accusation of sabotage and the

punishment is &Lath, After three refusal° this paragraph is applied

(for the prisoner shows no hope of correction - the verdict usually boom

out).

Under these circumutanoss the prisoners rapidly approach a complete

physical breakdown. Jesides hanger, they are plagued by various disease

peculiar to the extreme North as : scurvy, nyotalopia, and otherw which

are oaused 4/the lack of vitamins and the extremely cold climate.

In general, among the prisoners exists a conviotion that the only

means of enduring a sentence to a labor camp is to be sent to one locate

in the interior zone where, through organized i blute t , living conditions

are more bearable. A I blat' is a speoifioally Soviet institution. It i

a chain If oont:Icts that guarantees mutual help and support at the ex-,

penee of misusing and eluding presoribed laws. The.boviet adage IBlat

wysze Sownarkoma' (blat is higher than the Peoples Official Council) -

gives the beet characteristic of this institution.

Otharn that taro'	 tn nrennixes ft I hiat ! E 'sr.

end - death by emaciation. This Oooary sooner or later, depending ofl■th

individual prisoner's state of health on entering a amp. When exhalant;

is so great that the prisoner doesn't have the strength to work, he

remains in the camp and is completely indifferent to the fact that hem/

it.	 Nit	 t	 •

_oAltex).
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be sent to the look-up. Nis onlytdream is to lie quietly in a warm

nook where he wouldn't feel his slowly ebbing strength and the flioker-
1

in, of the flame of life. In camp jargon such pereone are called

approaoher's from the word 'approaching' or nearing one l e end.

the issue of olothing le particularly important in the Northern

regions. 2risonere receive cotton jaokets, and undorclothee that are

generally suitable againsAlSjiwoold. The gloves that amocoasionally

issued are entirely inadequate and are no protection aguinet the bitter

cold. Leather shoes are soaroe and the prieoners do not at say time

receive them. The KarD and administrative pereonnel reoeive porous

pigskin shoes and kigh boots haveing mixed sheep-wool and camel or

cow hair whioh keep the feet warm. The prisoners normally receive

awkward clogs made from tire coverings. These injure the feet and do

not give any warmth. bometilles they receive bast-shoes woven from

linden. Normally the prisoner Wind 's old rags around his feet as a sort

of protection. These get soaked however, and a crust of toe forms over

them. It isn't at all oddwthen that many hundreds of prisoners have

their feet or fingers amputated as a resat of severe frost-bite.

The housing of prisoners depends on the degree of loolonisatic

of the camp that the prisoner is sent for labor. Generally the pri-

soners are housed in wooden barraoks or in caves that are frequently

unheated iparadoxiosaboause the forest is all around), and those

working in mobile units, i.e. laying track, building roads, etc.,

bivouac under the stars or in tents. On their own they often build

themselves huts frombranohee..

The manner of establishing a camp is very simple. ' A group of

prisoners is taken into the deep forest. At the beginning there is only

a slab with the name and number of the camp. "Strojtie sills" (build

your future), orders the convoy commander, and the prisoners fell trees

r -	
•

•
-4\
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for building barraoks in the melhtime sleeping under the skies ox in

huts.

The lot-of the mobile-workers-is- partionlarly_diffio ul t. Constant

traveling makes it impossible to organize a °amp, oonveyunces very ofte

bog down (snow drifts in winter, mud in summer), the field kitdhen-ien,

in any condition to properly prepare hot mettle, and the prisoner is de-

prived of a warm abodel where he would be able to rest even-for a.little

while after a hard day l eVerie. Under such conditions yarn can't even

dream about hygiene or any type of sanitation. The prisoners sleep

around camp fires and frequently many contract pneumonia which their

weakened bodies cannot fight. Normally, about 90A of those have

pneumonia die of the disease.

During the summer months, besides sOurvy and pellagrol hem000litim

the prisoners suffer from stomach disorders brought on by the greedy am

indisoriminate use of mushrooms and wild berry's.

The medical welfare.of the pkisoners is in the hands of so called

t eanosaat l which is a division of the sanitary dept. having it's bureau

in every camp. The organization of a division of health for • oamp ham

been well planned. However, the prisoner's health and life in the oam;

as oompared to the completion of the economic plan is of no importance

so ' hol..114XVD limits the usefulness of doctors and force the laborers tat

one plan after another, and limit the amounts of medication. 	 otore

usually are prisoners. They try to alleviate their comrades' sugferiAg

hnt aro hindered brwthe limitations. * According to specific order!, a

doctor has the right to designate not more than elA of the prisoners as

ill when in reality at least 80% need medioal attention. The n•diost.10

on hand isn't toommuoh help since it consists of aspirin and iodine wit

an occasional shipment of cod-liver oil and Vitamin d. A camp dootor.

can suggest that a prisoner be sent to a epeoial camp oalle Isangorodok

'
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' (sanitary town) where the oonditiohe are better than in the °amp infirm

ary. These hospitals are usually olefin and warm. Pie food is prepHred

with enough fats and the dootore are usually learned men _10086 futVand

Stalin l a order had plaoed them in prloon.

rho theoretioal aim of the oampe, ae I have already utateo, le,to

eduoate through work and propaganda.

nyorybody is obliged to labor but only the sleot benefit from* . pro-

paganda. In this case thaip,44 a sharp line drawn between political an(

criminal offenders. From the fact that oamp authorities hold propagande

speeches only fan for the common prisoners, the conclusion oan be draw/

that the Soviet authorities do not believe a political prisoner oun be

induced to mend his ways, and from the beginning they feel that he is

lost completely and as each, it is only right that he die in a clamp.

BOOttagle of this, it never happens that a lkintrik, (in camp jargon, a

politioal prisoner) is free to leave a camp after serving his sentenoe.
t

Just a few days before he is to leave, he reoeivematotifioation that the

0830 has reached a new decision and the prisoner rooeives another 5 or 8

year sentenoe. The whole setup for 'counter-revolutionists', the system

of chicanery, and the limited rights generally guarantees death before

the first term is finished and only individuals of unusual health and

strength or those exceptionally clever can have the personal satisfactiol

of receiving the information of a new verdiot.

The preparation of propaganda in the camps is haadled through the

cultural •dmoatÉrs (Iulturno !ospitatielnaja °sant). The work of this

group is broken down into the following classes:

a) agitation for more effort.in labor

b) educational propaganda influencing criminal offenders, and

o) organising theatrical and recreational pageants.

livery vamp is plastered with huge propaganda posters carrying mottos

•■•■
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and the golden thoughts of Kno541; Lenin, and above all, Stalin. Thee,

posters oall for greater efforts of labor, for Isooialietio professional

000peration',_the_developement , of . staohonite aotivities, ets., and with
.	 _ ,	 -	 .--

extolling,the happiness and freedom of the Soviet citiz	 ten evon Here!)

Large bulletin boards list the perosntage of the set coals performed by

different brigades and various Istaohonites'. From the oamp gazette

(posted on the mall) . the prisoner has the opportunity to read the names

of all prisOnere refusingoork and at the same time hs oan learn of

the dismal oonditions of the life of the Anglish and Amerioan laborers,

who are exploited by the Uapitaliste. :this type of propaganda is two-

essible to all..

The ,eduoation of oriminal offenders hinges on aoquainting him with

the peoulariaties of his aotions whioh, when oompared to loounter-revo,

lutionary .aote l of the politioal offenders, are attempted to be shown,by

the XWO as temporary forgetfulness. Bimilarli, a oorrapted. pieta?' is

painted of the oalaminoas orino of the /kontrlike l and it appears gens•

rally dark for this group of prisoners. The KWO whioh stands ready to

serve the INVD . ' sekretnoj osasti l reornits from the ranks of the art-, 1

minal offenders a host of oonfidant•s by deliding them with pioturee of

better living oonditions and promises of shorteniagmtheir 'intoning.
Sinn' in the oomprehension of the NICTD a oitisen is a loyal and useful

member of sooiety when he knows how to worship Stalin, it is blind to tb

faults of the Struotare, and what is more impOrtaot, to informers. It i
seldom that a sriminal offender leaves a labor pomp before his sentence'
is served and beoomes a freally valuable' Soviet ditisen, having reeeivia

a previous l eduoaLion l whioh guarantees him the above motioned virtue.

Ths last deity of the IMO 0 organising theatrioal.and reereationa1
pageants - stands at the lowest level. The memos of the theatrieal,
presentatiOns are shallow and are written by worthless agitators se-ae
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If the play is

A. 	 •

IMP

presented in a clubroom - usually

Wag ing prisoners - the only benefit that the offender oan gain from the

performance is, when under ooverof-IKTKIAte ir. - he Can-steal-aome clothing,	 .

from a fellow prisoner. From time to time =)oviet films which oommend the

Soviet life are shown in these clubrooms. It is claimed that °taupe,

having women inmates also arrangedanoes. I was unable to confirm this

information.

Sinoe I made mentionwomen, I think it's just as well to mention

sex life in the camps. It exists Samikaxpaall to the point of degeneracy

in all-male or all-female camps. It doesn't mean that in ooeduoational

camps the !lex life was sound, it was only a little more normal.

The favours of women were gained mainly by the administrators of the

camp sinoo they were able to pay for such services. 'Normally, the women

beoame mistresses of the more prominent criminals, but this didn't pre-

vent them from accepting money from the other criminal offenders. Poll-

tioal prisoners rarely met the camp prostitutes for the simple reason

that they were too weakened and emaciated to take much interest in such

things. If that weren't reason enough, then the boviet prostitute feels

it to be her duty not to cater to an 'enemy of the people'. In oamp

Jargon women are knOwn as the criminals 'delirium'.

The picture of camp life wouldn't be complete if we had omitted the

role played by the 'arks'. This name is applied to thieves and bandits

that haveubeen waifs of the streets and have been associated with orime.

Omamm
dba,10.•

nh41AhnnA

e Urks 1 are the plague of every prison and camp. In oampewthey are

Organized in special labor brigades, they act with a great deal of li-

berty and steal and plunder from the more peaceful prisoners. The whole

a&ministration of the camp is in their hands. all offioials, from labor

leaders to the chief administrator, foster the l Urke l . adequately sda-
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• 01014017 the XV and indebted to it for their laorative fmnotionso'they

terrorise . the other prisoners. „ Ibis is especially rough on the politioal,

prisoners or. .1100	 or to enlist ijfl ar -tirlatt - and

for that reason only a very few political prisoners oan avail thomsolvos

of the benefits of a 'blat'. those who are not in a blat or thoseewho

do not know how to get into the_good,graose of the (Irks will seek justice

in vain from the camp authorities. Soh is the role of the Ukre" on the

aide of the IllarD that thig„Annetitate a grave menaoe to.lhe millions of

oounter-revolutioniata l that In every instanoe of rebellion, they are

eliminated by-the '(Irks' withont the slightest samples.

*Urke lare the elongated arm of the WM in the camps which presents

this curious paradox: criminals stand as guards of Soviet justice.
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/ It Is Only a Change in tame'

Lenin's words, "Russia - people's prison", didn't lose any of their rea-
,

lity today after more than 30 years of rule by the I labor-peasant council

Czarist Russia: expanding it l s empire, onoounterod oppbuition from

the nations standing in the way of expansion. This opposition was broke

bymthe Russian armies and 'authority over the occupied territory was take

over by osarist administrators. Using the unfailin is threat of prison an

deportation, they held the conquered peoples under ruthless submission.

Lenin, speaking of the 'peoples' prison', had in mind the oppressic

of the minority growl by the Aussian empire, expressing himself from •

deportation prison.

If theirs is any ohange today, then it is only in the aoale of terro

and rankness in the smouldering class war of the penitentiary system.

Where the czarist regime waturuthless against tens of thousands who were

political adversaries of the 'autocracy', Stalin's regime destroys

millions.

This assertion isn't an ostentatious phrase. By political adver-

saries we moan not only opponents of the social structure but also the

representatives of the individual nations resisting Russian rule. I had

already mentioned inmthe preceding chapters about the ruthless fight

against national ideals of the people living in territories ruled by the

Bolshevik regime. I had also mentioned the mosaic madeap of many

nationalities in prisons and camps. .These clues give some picture of th4

true 'brotherhood of man' that is praised and golrified by Soviet Propa-

ganda.

It is difficult for me to give an accurate proportional percentage

v.
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of the nntionali11! les making up the priuon popTition. One thing is

oerLnin, the FronLftut number of prtuoneru 1U rooruited from the so-oalled

minority nattonti. A phrase thnt - ib—towt unusual in the StAt.e_la

"Nutility of nations",

I [undo Lilo ut,Loment that the l'oviet regime deutroyu millions of

Wu pottLioni opponontu. Thtu utntement 1. Bit' an exaggeration and Clan

be verifted to -a relative figure from direct comparisons.

Russia remained truectoit's traditions. This observation was made

in 191:0 by Joueph Conrad when writing the prefaod to bib novel 'In the

Ityee of the West'.

"These revolutionists aren't able to perceive that all they can

attain Lc, only a ohange in name. Aussians are oppressors and oppressed'

the world again meet' the truth that a tiger cannot change it's stripes

or a leopard it's spots."

In his extensive work entitled l Oorporal . Punishment in Russian

Judicature and Administration', the Russian Martialist I ,. Jewreinov

I totes:

"A Russian is too conservative to rid himself of deep-rooted spiri-

tual oonviotions only because public opinion created a break in punish-

ment estimates".

Immediately after the revolution, the government council solemnly

renounced the czarist method of imprisonment. Oonviotions were.oanoelle

and houses of correction took the plaoe of prisons. This idyll didn't
wa4MI, 'Ann-Labia w • It took only one attempt on Lenin to answer the 'White

Terror' through the 'Sod Terror' on a much greater smile, Oseka, 6214

and then the NM developed to the point of absurdity snot when there was

• lack of true enemies of the revolution, minas they had been attorlr
destroyed in the first 10 years of the existence of the VIM, the Mawr
bureaucratic machine of Stalin's 'autocracy' seised apparent 'UMW
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and 2 rightiet' enemies and even oommunistio enthusiasts whose nly crtm

was the fact that they could peruelve the warped Ideal for *hiob they

suffered.

Fayohology of 'capitalistic environpent', continual feL.r of an arm

bourgeois oruaade against the USSR, the mania of eldpionL,e-e :'erbecution,

impetuous rebuilding of an organization and the impneeive reLletance of
.	 .

a farmet'to leave hie land commanded a bearch for, Lind extermination of

ever new 'enemios of the people'.	 miavne or MU:iJ . A'reutn awcpt the

country with the force.ohurricane, prieone became avercrowdeu, and

labor aamps were developed. Lioviet authority didn't create

methods in the penitentiary system. It took'tho line of leatit reuistc..n,

It added on to the institutions inherited, from czarist ...ussiu,'only im-

proving the organization, and above all, changed the name. Hard li.bor

was named 'correctional labor oamp' and prisons ' homes of compulsory

labor'. In some oases however, there ie a return to the old nomencla-

ture, and today, just us during the reign of the czars, there exists

'dungeons' and 'deportation'.	 he term 'correctional labor camp' was

kept Ilia without change and the fact is that the oontents and scope

remain the same, that is, citermination. Sktermination on the enormous

Soviet scale.

For "oruelty, spiritual destruction, and the state of moral oollape

of a particular nation can be explained through the measures that helped

to keep it on a leach through the past century of it's historical exist-

ence which, through habit, became for it a second nature." (N.Jewreinow.
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Camp Organization
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The8t oampe perform an important role in the economic plan, they build

roada, railroada, dig oanale, mine coal and other types of ore, extract

naptha oil, build fuotorica, eta.
•1,

It'a a well Known fact that there aren't many phaeee in the eoonomi

life of the country in W'arTfprisoners did not labor. Huge enterprieee

are built on slave labor just as the irrigation eyetem of ancient Zgypt

was built by sl,ve labor. On the othor hand these fuote emanate from,

and are tied in with penitentiary politics which pate a great number of

persons at the disposal of the various state organizations. The violent

rehuilding of the USSR oommanity structure, forecast and realized in the

framework of each 5 year plan, results in overcrowded prisons and labor,

oamps. From the point df view of Soviet politics, the benefit of this i

that doubtful elements are denied oontaot with the rest of the comma/lit,

it is separated, but for state economic effeots it seems rather die-.

adVantageoas for it denies a great number of factories many labollers

which causes critical delays in completing a plan. In reality however,

this handling of personnel helps solve the unemployment problem (event-

ually, all unemployed become prisoners), but the tranefer of labor

personnel from all over the country to the newly created oappo in the

North creates a grave transportation problem. Under these oirommstanoes

the wei ght of	 kin up tha d*fialt in the	 m1e. ninsl falln An the

prisoners. It Li beyond a shadow of a doubt that these camps are a nog*

tive phenomenon in Soviet economics but it doesn't alter the fact that

their main tast is to help rebuild the USSR structure,,henoe the rutOlon

biological extermination of undesirable elements.

Observing the growth of Soviet state slave labor by prisoners, We

"'+;. INA -12 4ULCICS
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oome to the conclusion, that in spite of adapting suoh radical measures

of correction, the number of prisoners in AU8Siti doesn't lessen put

grows greater and penal politics doesn't,di7s1.11000 tuntienele_ to restrain

mass arrests,

It is characteristic that as camps in rtuasia grow, they bnouId be-

corns more deoentralied, but the opposite is trues they tend to spread

inward to the outer of the U33H. The process of separt,Lin -1 ...- l oounter-

revolutionists' begun frop.ede Northern Islands and the New 1,and. In

proportion to the ever growing ranks of prisoners, new camps have been

founded, beginning from the tar North to the bouth, and tightening the

circle around the venter of the USSR. these are labor camps in the

vicinity of Moscow and Leningrad, and powerful systems were built in

Kajbyez and Bak.

This centralization of camps is also caused by economic reasons.

Shortage of labor in the center of the oountry created the necessity of

replacing voluntary employees with the elave,labor of prisoners. Al-

ready today the economic plan weighs heavily on the polloy of oamp

establishment and just as in prisons, deportation, and 'camps' the

atmosphere is heavy on the central life of the free citizens for it is

a rare Russian family that Hasn't at least one ofnit's members sacri-
ficed to the 'corrective' measures of boviet justioe.

The highest institution in the boviet system of prison camps is the

'Gulag'. It is the contraction from l alawnoje Uprawlenije Lagierej l •

Ohimf Clamp Administration. It'offioiates in Mbsoow.

Gulag is an institution arising fromuthe Peoples Commission on

Internal Affairs and is subject to it. It is divided in groups for

specific tasks each ant planning, personnel handling (oddiel kadrow),

security, administration, sanitation, culture, education, eto. These

divisions are maintained in every degree of camp organizations.

,1••■■
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The entire system of camps is divided iro speoifio camp systems

whioh hand l(' a oertain phaue of the eoonomio plan. e.g. the wimp

eyetem of i liezymienlag' tan unnamed aamp) in the Kajuyez regkon has bee]

asai gned the tusk of ()routing a large war produotion oenter.

Camp tuutemu are divided into regionu - (otdielenija). Those

oonnootod with rallroadu enoompase from a few to about E0 oampe ( 'lug-

punktow 9 ) ex&epting the mobile camps of working columns. -:Ju. ilaggunkti

has from a few hundred ta few thousand prisoners - a column from 800

to : ,000. e.g. Lagpunkt No 4 in Uohtimlag had about 6,000 persons at

the time Nr. 1.1. Prommgrup had about 700.

The larger camps have severil 'branches oalled 'podkomandirowka"

(sub-oommittee).

Prisoners are divided into labor brigades of about 26 people or

sometimes more (40-60). At the head of eaoh brigade is the brigadier-

prisoner who directs the work to be done, together with the counter who

calculates the percentage of work completed. Ale brigade works under

the supervision of an armed guard (etrielok), who has the power of his

or death over the prisoners.

It is proper to mention, that just as all Soviet life, camps gaffs

from excessive bureaucracy. Beginning from camp pointe down to

l otdielenije' and the system management, a multitude of different type

of 'planners', 'statisticians', 'bookkeepers', 'work accountants', etc,

work in the various offices. The chart gives a typical piotar of the

organisation of camp administration.

Administrative functions in the camps are handled by the prisoners

Only the head of the camp and the director of education are free.. AS I

previously mentioned, criminals have priority for these positions.

Besides the management, there is the large personnel Of the X=

which has charge of guards and who preside at trials in the event a
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prisoner oommite a new offence.

On the map of camp systeme in the USSR, which 18 udded to this

publication, are listed only the eystenia—Vabes names have been veTitied

and about whion I have been able to rive;many deltallo.	 (Ma y o been in

80M0 of them).

I emphaetze that these are 'systems' and not indiviuuul camps.

naoh ayebem numberu ii Cow hundred ()amp pointu.	 'ho LerritorY nnoom-'

pnoseo in a system Is not.ohAbited by prisoners exclusively.

farther south the system lies, the more camps are mixed with settlements

in which live the free people. Yrs(' in the Lioviet system of freedom.

The map is beteed on original l'oviet documents and supplemented by

statements of prisoners who had been in labor camps from 1939 to 11112

1942.

It isn't oomplet; it is based only on aooessible dooaments. Labor

oampe that are not included in the the oump systems, but which are found

all through estern and Southwestern Aussia, ,yaucasia, and the itepablios

of °antral Asia are not listed on the map. Mosoow, which has a number

of OUMP8, is not listed, neither are the railroad oonstruction camps

which range from the Western town of Tajszek to Vladivostok listed on

the map. The map doesn't show many clamps because there isn't 1001; proof

of their existanoe.

Besides the oump systems mentioned, there are msny camps - as I

already mentioned - numbered in the hundreds, which are under direot
Etaff!intatruticn of the CND and do not enter the general °amp systems.

e.g. in thealterritory of Donbas, every business venture, every mine,

employe prisoners from camp points. This same picture is observed in

all of Russia; in Auarriee, airports, road, and fortification building,

etc.

Motorise whioh are built near the prisons, utilize prison labor
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(e.g. the wrought iron furniture company in Odessa). Moreover, there

extet a number of work ooloniee which are designated for youthful

offender°, who after receiving sentence, are subject to special oda-

oational measures	 rd trig to eetsbIlehed rulee In 'labor oolbnles of

oorrootton for juventlee'.

Lit the ()antral prisons of Odessa and NTharkov, I hbAre Been hundreds

of youths between the ages of 7 (do yen) and 16, grouped In tiesperate

°ells.	 he degeneracy of these poor creatures is beyond human oompre-
,

henuion. Nach group tu under the oars of a leader pioked from the group

of criminal offenders, many of which are professional bandits. When

manors receive sentence they are plaoed in labor colonies where they are

obliged to work and study under NICIPT instruotors. In most oases, they

leave these colonies as the most tyrannioal exponents of the bolshevik

system. Many soldiers in the internal detachments of the NKTD are

graduates of child labor colonies. They are extremely proud of this.

I must add that former inmates ofwthese oolohies are the most ornel and

ruthless in regard to political prisoners.

From the list of camp systems, it is interesting to note the

grouping of more than 0 oamp points in theLiregion of Potman(in
RH

Marijan 11898), which are for women. Another known group of camps for

women is in the Akmo in region. There are about 26 oamp points whioh

are organized exclusively for 'wives.' The term 'wife' in this case

doesn't refer to the marital status of the women, but is a type of

0 f'ab rind% r•t•	 4-ii.net women 1.11 uulvoy 0 1,0innt, to the fnmilles (mainly.wives

and daughter) of the Trotskyite° that have been sentenoed on the

strength of Art. 68, par. 1 (dealing with collective responsibility)

and Art. 16 (analogies). Conditions in these oamps are a little more

bearable since the majority of the prisoners are intelligent and do not

tend to harass one another, and try to make the best of their oommunity

life.
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The system of onmps near Magadan rates special attention. , It holde

a few thousand - cripples. These are prisoners who have lost an arm or

a leg as a result of the severe ool-d- tn Northern .lolyma and _ether camps,

In the narration, I mentioned- only the main ecomomio tasks of the

camps. Nvery camp also handles other tasks which are tied Ln

dependence such us: farming, livestock breeding, building of. barrncts,

administration; etc:

The listing of camp systems inmthe territories of 6entrul Akita, and

"rr-
in particular, Northern .Jiberia, isn't an easy task. It is know, as an

example, that Northern 5iberia is considered off limits, and even

native hunters, living in this area, have specifically fixed boundaries

beyond whioh they dare not enter. I am far from being able to dream of

the fantastic conjectures on what is being done there. This region is

marked with a question mark on the map. I tried to unravel this riddle

through questioning hundreds of prisoners, either hussian or Polish.

I know that this region isn't as deserted.ae it would seem to be. It is

known,Iist that during 1940-3,.a railroad was built there whioh was to

link Murmansk (through Arohangel and Vorkuts) with the Bering :.,trait.

This is only a presumption, but since trials to organise a sailing route

over the Arctic Ocean failed, the 4oviet authority may have decided to

build a railroad for strategic purposes. This would also indicate the

building of a railroad branch linking Jakuok-Magadan-Osakcsow

peninsula-Bering litrait.

One other thing: these territories are the closest - by air - to

America, and. the aviation activities in these areas is unusually great.
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Number of Prisoners

The question is: how nnny 0jythe -11363 citisens that . live in ammps

are prisoners? rablioations of all types list these numbers vatiously

and very inaoourately. Generally the numbers given are from 10 to 60

million.

Accurate figures oan only be given by the 'Gulag'. we dam only. -

avail ourselves of arithmetioal possibilities. lioviet prieoners
-.0

mate that daring the period of intense arrest (19J6-37) . there were MOTO

than 40 million prisoners in Atlanta. This figure is undoubtedly greatly

exaggerated, but It isn't less oharaoteristio that Polish prisoners who

were deported to hassia in 1939.42 were oonfronted with the statement of

guards who were proud of the greatness and might of the MR to the

effeott "Poland has a population of about 36 million while here in the

Soviet alliance we have that many prisoners".

Let's try to establish, through the use bf round figures, the basis

of arriving at • sound figure. A camp pointmhas an average of 1,20021

prisoners (my figure is small). A tone (otdielenije) averages about 10

camp points, and a camp system is made up of at least 20 ions. (again I

use oonsorvativo numbers1) 1200, 	 1E 10 1 2° s 240,000.

This estimate is more than ooneervative. I know for oertain that

the system of 116symianlag l had about 300,000 prisoner, in 1942, and

there were at least 2,000,000in Kolyma. AS a precaution however, let's

h•T thSt t it .' average system has a population of 260,000. On the map I

have indicated 38 systems. fhe round figure for the camps listed

amounts to 9,500,000 persons'

I emphasise: this is only inmthe systems that I know about and that

I have proof ofdtheir existence. One of the reliable publioatione tells

of 136 systems giving their names and locations. If we add to theme the
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soners ander investigation, it won't le an exaggeration to state that

figure of 16 0000400 is srominaliii-aeasVative iiitra	 "

Compared to demooratio nations, this number in =proportionally

high.

.	 Lot's look at the figur s . f . the 'bourgeois' demooratio nations.

UOUNTUY

U.S.A.	 1948

Italy	 1938

Switzerland

?rano°	 1931

Poland	 1938

UBBH

1938

P06.

.147,000,000

43,980,000

4,186,000

40,836,000

34,6009000

194,000,000

148;976

82,018

1,963

17,699

62,367

PhOUNKidi

TOTAL

6,688	 162,664

8,683	 87,671

382	 2,386

2,708	 20,406

8,641	 68,008

-	 18,000,000

.11

.13

.06

.06

.19

10111

"very 13th oitisen of the NAB is a prisoner!

And that is the truthIJA
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Th. 1/00)1 ef-Lbe 4o-mmunI4ts iu—to aatia• ft revolution ond tO ()route

world organizaLion baeed on oommunistio ideology. ■;ommuniutu under the

banner of Trotsky, as well as those under 1,talin, are utriving for that

goal. rhey believe that the end result of the war between communiurg

and demooraoy-will-be the reign of communium over the world

Together with this o6Mmunistio ideology, the communist laws will be

enforced.

I have shown you what these laws are; as they are on paper, and as

they are in praotioe.

If they appeal to anyone let them support communism, let them fight

for the realization of a paradise on earth.

,


